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Abstract

This research study focuses on the success, challenges, and the discoveries I made 

implementing authentic assessment in my 5th grade classroom of Alaska Native, English 

Language Learners (ELLs).

The primary goals of this study are to provide students, parents, and education 

professionals with a more accurate picture of students’ academic and language 

knowledge and skills; and to share my own experience implementing authentic 

assessments into my classroom.

Standardized assessment scores, authentic assessment results, interviews, 

observations, and my research journal provided the bulk of the data that was analyzed. 

Two learner profiles were constructed for each participant. The first profile was 

constructed based on the student’s standardized test scores. The second learner profile 

was constructed from the information obtained about the learner through authentic 

assessments. This study concludes with my reflections and recommendations regarding 

the feasibility of implementing authentic assessments in a classroom.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Accountability in education is important. Students, regardless of their individual 

differences, deserve an equal opportunity to a high quality education. This is more 

complex than it sounds, because how well he or she scores on standardized assessments 

is determining the quality of an individual’s education. Standardized assessments are 

designed to measure whether or not a student has made adequate yearly progress in their 

academic knowledge and language proficiency. Standardized assessments implemented 

for this purpose are based on the assumption that every student is receiving an equal 

education. The term “equal” carries the connotation that the education for one student is 

the same as the education for another student, regardless of individual and educational 

factors. These factors include ethnicity, language, culture, background experience, 

socioeconomic status, geographic location, teacher quality, teaching resources and 

materials. Students, regardless of these factors, are assessed in the same manner.

As a non-Native, English-speaking teacher, instructing in a rural Native Alaskan, 

Yup’ik and English speaking community, I have experienced firsthand the differences 

individual and educational factors play in the type of knowledge and skills an individual 

student possesses. My three years of experience as an English as a Second Language 

(ESL) teacher at this site helped me realize that the knowledge and skills assessed by 

standardized academic and language assessments were only a partial representation of the 

knowledge and skills my students possessed. As a result, I grew frustrated that “other” 

knowledge and skills they possess went unrecognized.



I have tried over and over again to describe this conflict in words that will help an 

outsider understand this dilemma, but I have concluded that the only way to truly 

understand it, is to do what I have done. Only when I moved to a community that was so 

different (linguistically, geographically, etc.) from what I knew and was familiar with, 

got to know the people, their values, their history, and took time to listen and observe was 

I able to understand some things I could do to change the way I taught and assessed that 

expanded beyond the standards. An important question I asked was, “How do the 

academic and language knowledge and skills of these people compare with the academic 

and language knowledge and skills of the people where I come from?” If I used a 

standardized test score, I would probably find that the academic and knowledge skills of 

these people are “not proficient.” If however, I was to use my first-hand knowledge of 

the people I might be compelled to argue that the academic and language knowledge and 

skills these people possess, although different from the knowledge and skills I possess, 

are not any less valuable than the skills and knowledge assessed by the standardized 

assessments. In some cases the knowledge and skills they possess might be even more 

valuable. An example I keep returning to is that of “transportation skills.” Where I grew 

up, I was taught how to read a map and road signs to assist me to get where I was going. 

This knowledge and skill set was appropriate for my environment because where I grew 

up there were road signs, streets were labeled and every location had a designated street 

address. Here, in the community where I teach, the students are taught a different set of 

“transportation skills.” My students are taught to navigate from place to place without 

the assistance of road signs or maps because roads between villages do not exist and there



are not any “street addresses” because streets do not exist. Instead, the “transportation 

skills” my students must possess are the ability to drive a boat and navigate the rivers in 

the summer and fall and the ability to drive a car, snow machine, or four-wheeler across 

the frozen tundra or down the “ice highway” in the winter and spring. Each of these 

skills is accompanied by numerous other skills that are necessary to ensure that one 

arrives safely to their destination. These skills include knowledge of the tides and how it 

affects travel, knowledge of river conditions and whether it is safe to travel, how to fix 

the chosen mode of transportation if it breaks down (boat, truck, 4-wheeler, snow- 

machine), and how to calculate the amount of gasoline needed to make it to the intended 

destination. It is obvious that the “transportation skills” in these two situations are 

different, but can one really say that one set of transportation skills is any more valuable 

than the other set? My fear is that this is what standardized assessments are doing 

unintentionally. They are treating education and its assessment as a “one size fits all.” As 

long as students are taught the same content (standards), then they can be assessed the 

same way (standardized assessments). The other skills and knowledge go unrecognized 

and the problem that arises is that if students, teachers, schools, and communities 

constantly fail to “measure up” then a dilemma arises: continue teaching the knowledge 

and skills that are important to a student’s individual circumstances and survival or teach 

students the skills and knowledge that will be assessed on the standardized tests and 

improve their test scores. Option one might mean continued “failure” on standardized 

assessments and option two might mean abandoning instructional practices and 

curriculum that are appropriate and effective to use with our students because they are



closely tied to the student’s language and culture.

The above dilemma is why I began this research project. How can my school 

document the academic and language proficiency progress of students that is necessary 

for accountability purposes without having to abandon curriculum and teaching practices 

closely tied to the language and culture of our community?

Theoretical Framework

The theoretical framework of this study is based in Vygotsky’s sociocultural 

theory and Gonzales, Moll and Amanti’s (2005) funds of knowledge. According to 

Vygotsky, learning occurs through interacting with others in the real world (Johnson, 

2004). In the community where I teach, this is how learning occurs and knowledge is 

constructed. Historically, knowledge was transmitted orally and written language did not 

exist. Today, the language is written but a wealth of knowledge is still transmitted orally. 

Real-world tasks, such as cutting fish, are practiced over and over again with guidance 

from someone with more experience. Assessment of one’s ability is on going and 

feedback is offered continuously to help the individual improve their knowledge and 

skills of the task. Successful completion of the task means that one will have fish to eat 

throughout the year. This example demonstrates the characteristics that are central to 

sociocultural theory.

The concept of funds of knowledge refers to all the knowledge an individual 

possesses and how they use that knowledge to understand the world. It answers the 

questions, “What is important to this individual?” and “Why does an individual do this?” 

In the following quote from Gonzalez, Moll, and Amanti (2005) describe how they



collected information about their students’ funds of knowledge and how it influenced 

their perspective of their students:

The interview questionnaires we used were instrumental in creating the positive 

focus for the visits we made to our students’ homes. The types of information we 

gathered prompted us to change our perspective of our students’ homes and 

communities from, at best, being irrelevant to the educational process, and, at 

worst, being the cause of our students’ lack of educational progress, to being rich 

resources for teaching and learning (p. 14).

In regards to standardized assessment, an individual’s funds of knowledge is 

omitted because a multiple choice test, the format most frequently implemented, cannot 

inform the rater/scorer why an individual responded to the question the way they did. It 

only reports whether or not the individual answered the question correctly.

In addition when assessing students, it is also important to include the cultural, 

historical, and everyday knowledge of my students, because this is how knowledge and 

skills are constructed in this community. Using funds of knowledge in assessment 

practices provides us with more information on our students’ individual strengths and 

weaknesses.

Assessment should be based on instructional practices applied. So if the 

instructional practices of a community are embedded in Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory, 

then the assessments used to measure the knowledge and skills taught should reflect the 

instructional practices used.
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Rationale/Purpose

I conducted this study to investigate additional ways to assess and document 

English Language Learners’ (ELLs) academic and language proficiency progress. The 

current assessment trend in the United States is characterized by high stakes standardized 

tests. Standardized tests are easy to implement and student performance on these tests 

can be compared; however, there are numerous questions about their use with minority 

students because of the biases they present to ethnic, linguistic, and financial groups. As 

a result of the numerous biases, one must ask if it is appropriate to use only these types of 

assessments to make high stakes decisions about students, teachers, and schools.

I was interested in this study because I was working primarily with Alaska Native 

students who were also identified as ELLs. As an individual who moved to the 

community from the lower 4 8 ,1 observed the wealth of knowledge my students 

possessed that was not measured or accounted for by the current standardized 

assessments. My interest in investigating alternative assessments stemmed from being 

required to administer the initial identification tests each fall and the annual English 

language proficiency tests each spring. I questioned whether one test should be used to 

make high stakes decisions about the school, the teachers, and the students, when the 

assessments omitted so much of what makes my students unique.

In addition, the results from these assessments should be used to inform 

instruction. Often the broad general descriptors that accompany the results make the 

information obtained about each learner broad and general as well. Thus this study 

investigates the process and the products of implementing authentic assessment along



with standardized assessments to create profiles of each participant.

The final part of this study is my own implementation of authentic assessment in 

my classroom. There seems to be a wealth of information on authentic assessment; such 

as, definitions, characteristics, benefits, and the drawbacks, but it is more challenging to 

find information on teachers who have actually implemented authentic assessment into 

their classroom. My study highlights my attempt to do just that.

Research Questions

Throughout this study, I have focused on two research questions, “What can I 

learn about my students through implementing authentic assessment?” and “What can I 

learn about myself as a teacher through implementing authentic assessments?”

The first question I investigated focused on the specific information I could obtain 

about each student’s academic and language progress by incorporating authentic 

assessment into my classroom. To do this, I implemented authentic assessments and 

administered the required standardized assessments. Results of these assessments were 

used to create learner profiles for each participant. The first profile, the standardized 

assessment profile, presents the information that was obtained about each student’s 

academic and language progress from standardized assessment scores. The second 

profile, the authentic assessment profile, presents information that was obtained about 

each student’s academic and language progress from the authentic assessments 

implemented in the classroom.

By incorporating authentic assessments into my classroom, I hoped to obtain a 

more holistic description of my students’ knowledge and skills, than I could obtain from



standardized assessments alone. Now that I have investigated and learned about my 

students’ progress, I want to share this information with students, parents, and school 

personnel to highlight the academic and linguistic progress the students are making.

The second research question I explored was, “What can I learn about myself as a 

teacher by implementing authentic assessments in my classroom?” I believe that most 

teachers conduct authentic assessments, but they do not always document the results. 

There is a lot of research that supports the use of authentic assessments to provide 

teachers with the feedback needed to tailor instruction to meet students’ individual needs, 

but there is not a lot of research that documents the feasibility of implementing it into the 

classroom. In other words, there is a lot of discussion about authentic assessment, even 

though there are not a lot of examples of its implementation. I was able to implement 

authentic assessments into my classroom, analyze the results to create learner profiles of 

my students, and reflect on my own experience implementing authentic assessment into 

my classroom.

Limitations

In the first part of my study, I present the information I obtained about each of my 

participants’ academic and language progress using two different forms of assessment: 

standardized and authentic. I used the data collected from these assessments to create 

profiles of my students as learners. These profiles are limited to the standardized 

assessments they completed as 5th graders and the authentic assessments I administered 

during this study. In the second part of my study, I investigated my experience 

implementing authentic assessments in my classroom. Although schools may learn from



my experience, the specific results of this study are unique to this context and group of 

learners and cannot be generalized.

Summary

I have just shared a brief background to my topic of exploring authentic 

assessment in my 5th grade classroom. Chapter 2 provides the foundation for my thesis 

topic. It begins by identifying and explaining key educational legislation and Supreme 

Court decisions. These decisions have resulted in the implementation, use, and heavy 

reliance on standardized assessments as a means to measure/determine educational 

accountability today. I then define what standardized assessments are, why they are used, 

and the drawbacks associated with using them especially in regards to ELLs. In the final 

section of this chapter, I define authentic assessments, their characteristics, the drawbacks 

associated with them, and provide a rationale for why authentic assessments are 

appropriate for the students at the school where I teach.

In Chapter 3 ,1 share my methodology. I begin by discussing the techniques I used 

to collect the data for this research. I continue by describing the setting, how the 

participants were selected, and provide a brief description of each participant. After that,

I discuss my place as a researcher. I conclude this section by discussing the type of data I 

will collect, and my plan for analyzing it.

In Chapter 4 ,1 describe how I analyzed my data. I then explain what I discovered 

when I analyzed the data in this manner. The majority of this chapter is the learner 

profiles describing each participant that I constructed from the data I collected. Each 

learner profile describes the information that can be obtained about each participant

9



through standardized assessments and authentic assessments. I conclude the chapter with 

a discussion of the challenges, successes, and the discoveries I made through 

implementing authentic assessments into my classroom.

In Chapter 5 ,1 describe the conclusions I have drawn based on my research and 

the action plan I have made based on what I have learned. I conclude with the advice I 

would offer to our school administration/school district, other teachers who want to 

incorporate authentic assessment into their classrooms, and my plans for continuous 

improvement as a teacher implementing authentic assessment.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review

In this study, I am investigating my experience implementing authentic 

assessment into my fifth grade classroom of Alaska Native (AN) English language 

learners (ELLs). The overall theme of this study is the assessment of minority students; 

particularly indigenous students who are also categorized as limited English proficient 

(LEP) based on their results on the English Language Proficiency Test (ELPT). In 

order to prepare for this study, I investigated three topics under this theme: educational 

policy, standardized assessment, and authentic assessment.

The purpose of this section is to relate my study to the work of other scholars who 

address this topic. In the opening section of this literature review, I discuss educational 

policy in the United States. Within this topic, I will identify key pieces of educational 

policy that have had significant impacts on assessment in education. An overview of 

the educational policy in the United States will explain how the current era in education 

is influenced by an increased demand for educational accountability for all learners, and 

consequently, a heavy reliance on standardized tests that are often detrimental for 

minority populations.

As I explored these themes, I related what I learned back to my own teaching 

context. As a classroom teacher of Indigenous, ELLs, I did not feel that the 

standardized assessments were an accurate representation of my students’ knowledge 

and skills. It did not seem right that a single test score was used to make decisions that 

labeled and categorized my students. It is unfair because the assessments do not



account for my students’ language, culture, or learning context. In addition, these 

assessments failed to capture my students’ strengths. Taking all of this into 

consideration, I questioned whether or not high stakes decisions about my students, my 

school, and my teaching could be made accurately when the data used to make these 

decisions omitted so much of my students’ knowledge. In an attempt to obtain a more 

holistic picture of my students’ academic and language progress, I have designed a 

study to investigate my ability to incorporate authentic assessment into my classroom.

Educational Policy

Educational policy in the United States is built around the notion that the U.S. is a 

democracy. Lomawaima and McCarty (2002) define a democracy as “a value, a policy, a 

practice that respects, protects, and promotes human rights” (p. 281). The rights and 

freedoms it grants to teach of its citizens characterize a democratic society. Within a 

democracy, all individuals have a voice in what happens in that society. In the U.S., the 

officials they have elected represent the citizens’ voices. In an idealized democracy, all 

individuals are considered equal, and receive the same quality of treatment. This ideal 

when applied to education should mean that every student has an equal opportunity to a 

quality education.

Minority groups (racial/ethnic, language, economic, disabled) have not had an 

equal opportunity for a quality education (Bamhardt & Kawagley, 2005). Bamhardt and 

Kawagley (2005), used the following quote from the U.S. Commission of Civil Rights 

(2004), to highlight some of the inequalities suffered by Native American students:

12



As a group, Native American students are not afforded educational opportunities 

equal to other American students. They routinely face deteriorating school 

facilities, underpaid teachers, weak curricula, discriminatory treatment, and 

outdated learning tools. In addition, the cultural histories and practices of native 

students are rarely incorporated in the learning environment. As a result, 

achievement gaps persist with Native American students scoring lower than any 

other racial/ethnic group in basic levels of reading, math, and history. Native 

American students are also less likely to graduate from high school and more 

likely to drop out in earlier grades (p. 10).

As illustrated above, equality education has not always been the case, and the quality of 

education is a major focus in the United States today. Educational policies and Supreme 

Court decisions provide evidence that the United States is trying to reach two goals: 

equality in education and overall improved quality in education (Crawford, 2004). 

Attempts to address the lack of equality in education and the poor quality of education for 

various sub-groups in the U.S. has prompted the introduction, enactment, and 

amendments to numerous pieces of legislation. Crawford (2004) summarizes the 

legislation that has aimed to improve the equality and quality of education for students in 

the United States. Table 1 on page 14 identifies and describes key pieces of legislation 

that have had significant impacts on the education of Indigenous students and ELLs.

13
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Table 1: Education Legislation and Supreme Court Cases

Legislation Impact on Education

Civil Rights Act (1964)
Racial segregation no longer allowed in 

schools, public places, and employment

***
Lau vs. Nichols (1974)

Language is closely tied to one’s national 

origin. Thus, appropriate educational 

accommodations must be made for 

linguistically diverse students.

Elementary and Secondary Education Act 

Title I (1965)

Financial assistance provided for the 

education of low income students.

Elementary and Secondary Education Act 

Title VII (1967)
Bilingual programs

Native American Languages Act (1992)
Grants awarded to promote and maintain 

Native American languages

Specifically, I will address No Child Left Behind of 2001 (NCLB) because it has 

impacted the way students in public schools are assessed. NCLB is the government’s 

most recent attempt to ensure equal and quality education for all of its students. The 

foundation of NCLB is the belief that if states are required to set high, measurable 

standards for their students then the overall educational performance of each student will 

increase (quality), because each student will be assessed according to these high 

standards (equality). To determine whether or not students in schools are achieving these 

high standards, states are required to assess all students in grades 3-8 annually (Pierce,



2006). Most often the tests used are standardized tests (Ewing, 1998; Pierce & O’Malley, 

1992), because they are easily implemented, easily scored, and cost effective.

Standardized Tests

McNamara (2008) states that language tests have tow distinguishing features: 

method and purpose. Test method refers to the design of the test. Test purpose refers to 

what the test was designed for. Using these features, I would define a standardized test as 

a fixed response test that is administered at or near the end of a specific time frame. The 

most common type of standardized test is multiple choice (McNamara, 2008; O’Malley 

& Pierce, 1996; Pierce & O’Malley, 1992). In this type of assessment, the test taker must 

choose the correct answer from a list of possible answers. In addition, procedures, test 

questions, administrative procedures, and scoring are uniform for all test takers. By 

standardizing the questions, procedures, and scoring, the tests aim to create “equality” for 

all students. Since the standardized tests are developed to measure whether or not the set 

standards are being achieved it also hopes to ensure educational “quality” for all students.

Many factors make multiple choice standardized assessments a popular option for 

measuring student achievement. According to Jones and Sauer (1996), standardized tests 

are: easy to implement, they can be machine scored, they reduce time, and save money.

Standardized multiple choice tests are easy to implement, because everything 

about the test is the same for all students. There is only one test, one set of directions, 

one set of questions, and one scoring guide. All of these things decrease the amount of 

money and time it takes to implement the assessments. The cost of administering the test 

is reduced by not having to pay trained test administrators to give the test. Giving the
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same test to all students at one time instead of administering it individually or to small 

groups reduces testing time. The tests can be machined scored because there is only one 

correct answer. Again, this cuts down on the cost by not having to pay the raters for the 

time they spend learning how to score the tests and scoring the actual tests.

McNamara (2008) agrees with the features previously described and identifies 

one additional feature: reliability. Reliability refers to whether or not a test can obtain 

consistent results. It is easier to obtain satisfactory levels of reliability with standardized 

assessments, than with more authentic forms of assessment. In other words, there is a 

higher likelihood that different raters would assign the same scores on standardized 

assessments than on more authentic ones. Soloranzo (2008) expands on this feature and 

states, “The assumption is that [standardized tests] are valid, reliable, and fair, and results 

can be compared across student populations from various school districts” (p. 282).

The assumption that all the features discussed above make multiple-choice 

assessments valid, reliable, and fair, fails to recognize other factors that influence the 

quality and equality of a students’ education. Other factors, such as individual 

differences and educational factors are ignored. Individual differences include one’s 

language, culture, and economic status. Educational factors refer to things such as: 

access to resources, teaching materials, teacher quality, teaching style, and physical 

conditions of the school building. These other factors are sometimes referred to as 

Opportunities To Learn (OTL) (Bamhardt & Kawagley, 2005; Crawford, 2004;

Soloranzo, 2008).
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Standardized tests have many purposes and their results are used for many reasons 

(Crawford 2004; Shohamy & Inbar 2006; Soloranzo, 2008). At one time, the main 

purpose of standardized tests was to identify the needs of students and inform the 

instructional practices of teachers. This allowed the needs of individual students to be 

identified, appropriate interventions to occur, and the quality of their education to 

increase. But today, most authors agree that the primary purpose of assessment is to meet 

the government’s demand for accountability (Abedi, J., 2004; Butler & Stevens, 2001; 

Crawford, 2004; Ewing, 1998; Howard, 2005; Jones, 2001; Soloranzo, 2008). Crawford 

(2004) states, “The purpose is neither to diagnose the needs of individual students nor to 

provide feedback on instructional practices-the traditional reasons for assessment-but to 

appease pressures for reform” (p. 351). Assessments are used to provide evidence to 

stakeholders on whether or not schools are providing every child with a high quality 

education. Other purposes of assessment are: assessing student learning (Ewing, 1998; 

O’Malley & Pierce, 1996); improving instruction (Layton & Lock, 2007; Soloranzo, 

2008); diagnosing needs (Rameka, 2007; Soloranzo, 2008); and documenting student 

progress (Jones, 2001; McNamara, 2008). All of these seem to have taken a backseat to 

accountability.

Current literature suggests the need for accountability in education (Butler & 

Stevens, 2001; Crawford, 2004; Howard, 2005), but it opposes using standardized tests as 

the primary means to determine it. Soloranzo (2008), highlights the need for 

accountability in education in the following quote:
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The president, governors, mayors, and the public have made education a top 

priority. Presenting data that show U.S. students lag behind their peers from other 

countries in reading and math, the comparative test data here at home that show 

the achievement gap widening between rich and poor students and by race, 

politicians have intervened to frame the educational reform debate around 

accountability linked to standardized tests (p. 261).

The following statement by Butler & Stevens (2001), acknowledges the need for 

accountability in education, but argues against the most common method for determining 

it.

While there is a definite need to show the public what students are learning in 

schools and to hold schools accountable for the education of students, the use of 

the same standardized content assessments with all groups of students is 

problematic and may not be the best approach to accountability (p. 410).

While accountability is desirable to highlight the achievement gap mentioned by 

Soloranzo (2008), using only standardized tests to do so is opposed for many reasons. 

Many of these reasons center around the biases these tests present to different subgroups 

in the United States (Nelson-Barber & Trumbull, 2007; O’Malley & Pierce, 1996; 

Soloranzo, 2008). Research shows that there is a gap in the achievement between Native 

and Non-native students, rich and poor, and Native English speakers and English 

language learners (Soloranzo, 2008). Typically, white, middle or upper class, English

speaking students perform the highest on these tests. A student differing from this group 

in any way (ethnicity, language, socioeconomic status) faces biases, because the
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standardized tests are typically designed and normed according to white, middle-upper 

class, English-speaking students. The students in my teaching context do not “fit-in” to 

any of the “ideal” test-taker descriptions. As a result, my students face three types of 

biases: cultural, language, and economic.

Drawbacks o f  Standardized Tests

Many of the arguments against the use of standardized tests center around the 

cultural biases these tests present and the effects their results have had on the education 

of Indigenous students and ELLs (Nelson-Barber & Trumbull, 2007; Sternberg, 2007a). 

Nelson-Barber & Trumbull, identify seven categories of cultural biases that standardized 

assessments present to Indigenous American students. They are test content, test 

language, test format, test administration, test scoring, test-score interpretation, and test 

use. Table 2 on pages 20 and 21 lists and explains these biases.

In addition, Sternberg (2007b) identifies, explains, and expands on some of the 

biases mentioned previously. He identifies and explains culture-to-culture differences 

that directly affect one’s performance on a test. These differences are: assessment 

procedures; thinking processes; the definition of “smart” and how to demonstrate it; 

cultural relevance of a test and how test takers relate to it; the definition of intelligence 

and how it is measured; skills that go unrecognized; health; ability to follow instructions; 

and instructional practices.
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Table 2: Cultural Biases Present in Standardized Tests

Test Bias Explanation

Content

The test content is often reflective of the 

“dominant-culture standards of language, 

knowledge, and behavior” (Soloranzo, 

2008). This means that the knowledge and 

skills assessed might be mismatched to the 

culturally relevant curriculums 

implemented in some schools.

Language

The language of the test might be a 

different dialect of the language spoken by 

the test takers. Thus, they might have 

difficulty understanding the questions 

asked. Then, it becomes an issue of being 

a language test instead of or in addition to 

being a content test (O’Malley & Pierce, 

1996).

Format

The “one-choice” test format of multiple- 

choice tests is sometimes unfamiliar to the 

population taking the test. Some 

Indigenous groups favor questions that 

allow for a variety of correct responses, 

instead of just one.
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Table 2. Continued

Test Bias Explanation

Administration

This refers to how the test is given. The 

format of the test and the procedures used 

might not reflect the group’s own approach 

to assessment.

Scoring

Students who are learning a language and 

are asked to provide written responses may 

not score as high as other students, because 

they use the language differently or spell 

words incorrectly. They are viewed as 

mistakes and marked wrong.

Test-Score Interpretation

Automated test scores do not provide 

insight into how or why a child answered 

as they did. A teacher at the local school 

might understand why a student answered 

the way they did because the teacher is 

more familiar with the language and 

cultural differences.

Use

A single test that is used to make numerous 

decisions is questionable. Tests must be 

designed and validated for a specific 

purpose (Soloranzo, 2008). Thus, using a 

test that is constructed to assess academic 

knowledge should not be used to assess 

English language proficiency.



These cultural biases negatively impact students’ performance on standardized 

tests, and make it difficult for these students to achieve appropriate annual academic 

gains. Education of these students is altered in order to increase learning as determined 

by the standardized tests to improve test scores and meet annual yearly progress (AYP). 

Literature on this topic shows that teaching methods are changed, content is re-evaluated, 

and pressure to perform on the test results in “teach to the test” strategies (Gutierrez et. 

al., 2002). Drills and memorization characterize these strategies, which prevent the 

development of desired higher order thinking skills. They take away from instructional 

practices that have proven to be effective with minority students. In regards to ELLs, it 

makes maintaining traditional languages difficult because the language of the test is 

English. Inadvertently, all of these things like the movement away from culturally 

relevant teaching material and instruction in the native language are related to continued 

poor performance of these groups. Students are not interested in school because the 

environment and the teaching practices are “foreign” to their way of doing things. They 

are retained at higher rates because of their poor performance on standardized tests, and 

their dropout rate increases. Then the cycle continues. Taking all of this into 

consideration, one must ask, “Are standardized assessments helping provide an equal and 

quality education to these students?” My response to this question is no and many 

researchers concur (Nelson-Barber & Trumbull, 2007; O’Malley & Pierce, 1996; 

Soloranzo, 2008). Thus, we must find a way to assess our students in order to hold 

schools accountable for education, without making students choose between education 

and their culture/identity.
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The biases previously discussed and their subsequent effects on the education of 

Indigenous students and ELLs, have prompted investigations and discussions about how 

to overcome the challenges in order to find more appropriate ways to obtain an accurate 

measurement of student’s academic and language progress. The discussions and 

investigations have produced a number of suggestions on how to do this (Butler & 

Stevens, 2001; Casbarro, 2005; Hillocks, 2003; Jones, 2001; Pierce, 2006; Solano-Flores, 

2008; Soloranzo, 2008). Some of the suggestions are:

• Re-norm or validate current tests

• Develop new tests

• Allow accommodations to be used on the test

• Include an opportunity to learn index

• Teach specific test taking strategies

• Teach test formats

• Include a language proficiency requirement

• Discontinue the use of current tests to make high stakes decisions that 

punish

Despite all of these suggestions on how to improve the quality of standardized tests for 

Indigenous learners and ELLs, there is not a lot of research that documents the 

implementation and effectiveness of these suggestions.

Given all these alternatives to standardized assessment and the need to find a way 

to assess my students without taking away their language/culture has made me focus on 

alternative assessments. In regards to my teaching context, I felt these types of
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assessments could help overcome many of the biases my students face with standardized 

tests, permit the use of culturally relevant materials and language teaching, and hold us 

accountable for the education of our students by allowing us to determine the standards, 

how to teach them, and how to measure them.

Authentic Assessment

Authentic assessment is an alternative to traditional assessment (O’Malley & 

Pierce, 1996). It assesses students’ academic and language growth as they complete tasks 

that are directly related to the curriculum and replicate real-world situations as much as 

possible (Ewing, 1998; O’Malley & Pierce, 1996; Svinicki, 2004). O’Malley and Pierce 

(1996) define authentic assessment as “multiple forms of assessment that reflect student 

learning, academic achievement, motivations, and attitudes on instructionally-relevant 

classroom activities” (p. 5). Authentic assessment takes place over time, and is closely 

linked to real-world knowledge and skills. This type of assessment has its foundations in 

Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory. According to this theory, learning is the result of social 

interaction. Learning occurs in the context of interacting with others in the real world 

(Johnson, 2004).

Wiggins (1998), identifies and explains six characteristics of authentic 

assessments:

• Realistic

• Multiple solutions or ways of solving a problem

• Active participation by the learner

• Embedded in context
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• Requires a wide range of skills

• On-going, conducted over time

Thus, authentic assessments are realistic because they assess skills and knowledge that 

are needed in the real world (Svinicki, 2004). The learner is an active participator in the 

process of solving the problem. It requires the student to employ a wide-range of skills to 

make informed decisions in order to arrive at a solution. Then, they must be able to 

justify their solution.

These characteristics make authentic assessment appropriate for my students, 

because they support the Indigenous approaches to education and educational practices 

that have been shown to be effective with these groups. Bamhardt and Kawagley (2005) 

compares and contrasts the Indigenous knowledge systems of the Yup’ik in southwest 

Alaska to the Western knowledge systems. Two of the differences Bamhardt and 

Kawagley (2005) mentions are: approach to teaching/learning and what type of 

education is emphasized. The first difference is the approach to learning. Indigenous 

groups approach learning holistically whereas western science approaches it as individual 

matters (part to whole). The next difference is the emphasis of the skills and knowledge 

taught and how they’re taught. Indigenous groups emphasize the application for specific 

skills whereas, Western knowledge systems emphasize the understanding how.

Kawagley, Norris-Tull and Norris-Tull (1998) published an article that contrasted 

Indigenous knowledge systems and their approaches to teaching science with Western 

knowledge systems and their approaches to teaching science. It provided a good example 

of how education occurs in an Indigenous environment, and highlighted how it is



different from many formal school settings. Kawagley, Norris-Tull & Norris Tull (1998) 

present a Venn diagram identifying the similarities and differences in Indigenous 

knowledge systems and Western science. I created Table 3 on this page to summarize the 

information in these two sources.
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Table 3: Comparison of Indigenous and Non-indigenous Education

Indigenous Education Non-indigenous Education

Integrated, realistic, knowledge transmitted 

orally, cooperation, on-going assessment, 

respect for all things

Compartmentalized, competitive, focus on 

understanding how, direct and indirect 

measurement tools, quantitative written 

record

Kwagaley, Norris-Tull & Norris-Tull (1998) describe Yup’ik teaching and 

learning the following way, “To translate Yupiaq [Yup’ik] teaching and learning into 

current educational jargon, one could state that teaching strongly emphasizes modeling 

and guided practice, and that cooperative learning, peer tutoring, and hands-on learning 

are essential strategies” (p. 136). The discrepancy that arises is that Yup’ik approaches to 

teaching and learning are assessed using standardized assessments. These assessments do 

not adequately reflect Yup’ik ways of teaching and learning. Thus, their validity is 

questioned. My belief is that if we know that Indigenous groups, like the Yup’ik, have 

approaches to education that have been found effective, then the assessments that are 

used should reflect them. I think authentic assessments do this in the following ways:

1. Authentic assessments are realistic (O’Malley & Pierce, 1996). This means 

the format of the test is similar to the instructional strategies used in the



classroom. The assessment is not a separate event. It is embedded in the 

instruction. Too often, we teach one way, and assess another. This leads to 

questions about the content and consequential validity of the tests.

2. Authentic assessments allow multiple solutions and do not limit correct 

answers to a single answer that is either right or wrong (Ewing, 1998; 

O’Malley & Pierce, 1996). This increases the breadth of knowledge that can 

be measured. It allows students to approach the problem and solve it in 

multiple ways, instead of solving it how the test developers think the problem 

should be answered.

3. Authentic assessment calls for the active participation of the learner 

(O’Malley & Pierce, 1996). Active participation, instead of individual 

performance is more closely linked to traditional ways of learning in that the 

student is applying the skills to real life. Instead of having a prescription of 

how to do something, they are actually doing it. This supports my students’ 

language and culture.

4. Authentic assessment is embedded in the context in which the skills that are 

assessed are going to be used (Pierce & O’Malley, 1992). This approach to 

assessment helps ensure that the assessments are culturally relevant.

5. Authentic assessment requires a wide variety of skills (Ewing, 1998; Pierce & 

O’Malley, 1992). It requires students to make a variety of decisions in order 

to complete the assessment. This promotes higher order thinking.
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6. Authentic assessment is on going (Pierce & O’Malley, 1992). It provides a 

description of the learner over time. It is continuously informing the teacher 

about the strengths and weaknesses of their students. As a result, the teacher 

is always modifying instruction and learning activities to promote their 

students’ learning. This results in an increased amount of learning by the 

student. The quality of education is increased.

One example of authentic assessment implemented in the classroom was a study 

investigating an elementary teacher’s implementation of authentic assessment into her 

science classroom (Kamen, 1996). In this particular class, the teacher learned about 

authentic assessment during one of her graduate courses. After learning about authentic 

assessment, the teacher thought that using authentic assessments with her hands-on 

approach to teaching science would help her align her instructional approaches to 

assessments she used to evaluate her students. The primary sources of data were 

interviews conducted by the professor/researcher and the teacher, as well as a journal 

kept by the science teacher. Throughout this study, the teacher implemented several 

different types of authentic assessment including: portfolios, drama, scrapbooks, meal 

maps, student logs, interviews, and student choice. By incorporating these authentic 

assessment strategies she discovered which ones were easy to implement, hard to 

implement, and which ones provided the most useful information. She discovered that as 

she adopted and implemented authentic assessments into her classroom, her perception of 

her learners changed. Instead of conducting an assessment and being frustrated with



what her students did not know, she was surprised to discover what her students did 

know.

Even though authentic assessment worked well for this science teacher and had 

many positive qualities associated with it, it is not without its limitations (Ewing, 1998; 

O’Malley & Pierce, 1996; Svinicki, 2004). The most common reasons for not 

implementing authentic assessments are: time, administration & scoring, reliability, and 

comparability of results (Ewing, 1998; Gomez, 1999). Time is a major drawback for 

authentic assessment. A great amount of time is needed to develop, implement, and score 

authentic assessments. They are time intensive because the tests are not the same for all 

students. Also, the information gathered is different from different students. Thus, one 

answer key is not sufficient. Each assessment must be evaluated on its own. Thus, it 

takes time to develop, implement, and score these tests. The second drawback is 

reliability. A test is considered reliable if it is able to consistently measure something, 

given the same circumstances. Authentic assessments can take a variety of formats and 

can be administered in numerous ways. Thus, the circumstances surrounding the 

assessment may not be the same and the end product of the assessment may take different 

formats. Finally, comparability of results is a drawback. The authentic assessments can 

take many forms and be designed and used for different purposes. Thus, the 

comparability to other grades or schools is affected, because each classroom may use a 

different form of authentic assessment to demonstrate mastery. Authentic assessment can 

provide abundant information about the individual learner, but it is hard to compare it to 

other learners unless they’ve completed the same task under similar circumstances.
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Authentic assessment is designed to compare an individual’s current learning to his or her 

previous learning. Finally, the open-ended nature of authentic assessments raises 

questions. Close-ended assessments are much easier to rate, because there is only one 

answer. Open-ended assessments often allow for multiple right answers. It is 

questionable if these answers can be fair and equally rated and it is even more difficult 

when there is more than one rater.

In conclusion, many issues surround the implementation of authentic assessment 

into the classroom. Examining authentic assessment, its features, formats, advantages, 

and limitations has supported my idea to investigate my own attempt to implement 

authentic assessment into my 5th grade classroom. I believe the information I will obtain 

from using authentic assessments with my learners will far outweigh the limitations 

associated with implementing them into my classroom, and help me create a profile of 

my learners that cannot be obtained from standardized test scores alone.
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Chapter 3: Methodology 

Research Design

The research design I am using is a qualitative, teacher action research case study. 

Mackey and Gass (2005) define qualitative research as “research that is based on 

descriptive data and does not make regular use of statistical procedures” (p. 162). 

According to Rossman and Rallis (2003), qualitative research is characterized by several 

common features including: it takes place in the natural world, uses multiple methods, 

focuses on context, is emergent rather than tightly prefigured, and is fundamentally 

interpretative. Each of these characteristics is present in my investigation that focuses on 

my implementation of authentic assessments into my 5th grade classroom. In this section, 

I will define qualitative research, teacher action research, case study research, and explain 

how each of these relates to my study.

Qualitative Research Design

Qualitative research takes place in the natural setting. The time, place, and setting 

are not planned, constructed, or altered from their original format. The participants and 

study take place as daily life happens. In my study, the natural world was my classroom 

in the village in southwestern Alaska where I have lived and taught for 4 years. My 

participants were the 5th grade students I taught.

Qualitative research uses multiple methods. Its purpose is to view the question or 

research topic from numerous angles in order to capture the entire picture. Each angle is 

like a puzzle piece that, when viewed with all the other pieces, creates a picture that has



regarded all the factors and aspect of the situation. The picture that is created, if not 

considered in its entirety, would be incomplete. In my teacher action research study, the 

multiple methods I used were interviews, authentic assessments, observation, field notes 

(research journal), journal prompts, and standardized test scores. Later, I will explain in 

further detail how I collected data using these methods.

Qualitative research focuses on context. It is specific to the unique characteristics 

and features of the environment in which the study is taking place. It is these features 

and characteristics that help define, determine, interpret, and analyze the data. The 

primary goals of my project were to determine what I could learn about my students 

through implementing authentic assessments and to reflect on my experience 

implementing authentic assessments into my classroom. The context of my study was 

my 5th grade classroom. I included all aspects of context in a 5th grade classroom 

including tests, class work, and observations.

Qualitative research is emergent as the outcome of the study is not known in 

advance. The study is not designed to produce results, but rather develop as it is 

conducted. Each piece of the research project is integral to the overall result. In my 

study, I investigated my own use of authentic assessment in my classroom.

Finally, qualitative research is fundamentally interpretative. Qualitative 

researchers typically begin a study with a well thought-out conceptual framework that 

focuses and shapes their actions, but this framework is flexible. In fact, qualitative 

research recognizes that any individual enters a context with a personal perspective that 

shapes-and is shaped by-perceptions (Rossman & Rallis, 2003).
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When I began this study, my own perception was that the assessments currently 

used to measure English language proficiency and the academic progress of the students 

classified as English language learners in my context failed to adequately reflect the 

wealth of skills and knowledge my students possess. My own perception towards 

standardized testing and authentic assessments must be considered as I interpret the data.

Case Study

A case study is defined by Rossman and Rollis (2003) as “descriptive, holistic, 

heuristic, and inductive” (p. 104). By conducting my study, I will provide a detailed 

description of all of the factors that make my participants and setting unique. This will 

help others understand the processes I followed and the conclusions I will draw. My 

study was holistic because it considered numerous factors and was drawn from many 

sources. It was heuristic because I did not limit my learning to a preconceived idea or 

belief. I applied all the information I gathered and used it to make conclusions that were 

based on the data collected.

“Most case studies are descriptive or explanatory; that is, they depict events, 

processes, and perspectives as they unfold-the “real-life context” (Yin, 1994, p. 25 as 

quoted in Rossman & Rollis, 2003)-and often build an explanation for those events or 

outcomes” (Rossman & Rollis, 2003). My research was a case study because it was 

multi-layered and characterized by many different perspectives.

This case study was an opportunity to investigate what occurred in my classroom. 

The dynamics of my setting were unique to this context. In order to successfully
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investigate what occurred, I described and explained all of the factors that influenced 

what happened in this context with the participants that were students in my classroom.

Teacher Action Research

Teacher action research is defined as “any systematic inquiry conducted by 

teacher researchers, principals, school counselors, or other stakeholders in the 

teaching/learning environment to gather information about how their particular schools 

operate, how they teach, and how well their students learn” (p. 5). My research is 

considered teacher action research because I conducted the research within the context of 

my classroom. My research ideas evolved from observations I made in the past about my 

students regarding assessment. I wanted to collect more information based on those 

observations so I could better understand the situation and create the most appropriate 

learning environment for my students.

In addition, I am a teacher-researcher. I have lived in the community and taught 

in the school where the study is taking place for four years. The participants in my study 

were the students in my 5th grade classroom. “Action research, like any other problem

solving process, is an ongoing creative activity that exposes us to surprises along the 

way” (Mills, 2003, pg. 2). I realized that while I set out to discover one idea, other 

findings beyond my initial research questions surprised me as I conducted this study. I 

began this study intending to investigate authentic assessment implementation as a way to 

show the language proficiency growth of my students. In the end, my project centered on 

my own process of implementing authentic assessment into my classroom. Thus, as a 

teacher action researcher, I had to be open to making new discoveries along the way.
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Setting and Participants

Birch Hill is located in the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta at the confluence of two 

rivers in southwestern Alaska. The geography of the region is primarily tundra, with a 

few trees dotting the landscape. There are approximately 700 people in the village 

making it one of the largest in the region. The racial make-up was 93% Native 

American, 5% White, and 2% other. The vast majority of the Alaska Natives in the 

village are Yup’ik Eskimo.

The primary economic activities revolve around a subsistence lifestyle. These 

activities included annual trips to fish camp in the summer, berry picking throughout the 

summer and early fall, hunting, trapping, collecting wood, packing water, and beading.

Paid employment can be found at the village government offices, the clinic, the 

schools, or the local stores. Some community members commute to a nearby village, the 

region’s transportation hub, and work there.

School

Birch Hill School is a kindergarten through 12th grade school located in Birch 

Hill, Alaska. Approximately 240 students were enrolled in grades K-12. About 75% of 

these students were enrolled in grades K-8. The average class size in these grades (K-8) 

was 21 students. There were approximately 60 students in grades 9-12. The majority of 

the students are Alaska Native. They are instructed in their native language, Yup’ik, for 

four years (kindergarten, 1st, 2A, 2B). Then, they enter full-day English education.

Compared to other schools throughout the United States, this school is unique. 

Most of the students enter kindergarten speaking Yup’ik and English, but their individual
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proficiency level in each language varies. The teachers in the primary grades have 

commented how more and more of their instructional time is being spent building a 

Yup’ik language foundation that will promote academic learning. Most of the elders in 

our community speak fluent Yup’ik, and use it all of the time. The middle generation 

primarily speaks Yup’ik with the elders, but English to their children. The younger 

generation speaks primarily English. As a result, individual language proficiency levels 

vary in strength, ability, and usage. All students enrolled in this school were instructed in 

their native language, Yup’ik, for the first four years (K, 1st, 2A, 2B) of elementary 

school. The only English instruction for these students was 30-45 minutes of English 

language instruction. The focus of this instruction was oral language development. After 

four years, the students were transitioned into all English instruction for the duration of 

their school career. In grades 3 through 8, the students received between 30-50 minutes 

of Yup’ik instruction at least 4 days a week. The past two or three years, the curriculum 

offered a high school elective Yup’ik dance and Yup’ik life skills.

2B is the last year of all Yup’ik instruction before transitioning into an all-English 

classroom. In this grade, the goal was for students to complete their Yup’ik phases in 

reading, writing, and math, as well as their units in the other academic areas such as 

social studies and science. It is at this point, that it is believed that students will naturally 

begin transferring and applying their native language skills to learning English. On paper 

records of our students, 2B is considered a retention, but here it is not considered a stigma 

like it might be in some schools. This retention allows students to be taught in English 

for one year (3T) before being required to take the standards based assessments that are
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given each spring. (This has changed in the few short years I have been here. At times, 

students in 2B were given the 3 rd grade SB A (Standards Based Assesment), because 2B 

was referred to as 3rd grade. Then, the students took the same SBA the following year, 

because 3T was also considered third grade. This was dependent on whether or not the 

last year of all Yup’ik instruction was considered 3rd grade or 2B).

The academic subject areas of reading, writing, and math were divided into 

phases. Phases are formal indicators that provide documentation that students have met 

or exceeded the educational requirements for a particular grade or subject area. Phases 

were designed to allow students to work at their own individual pace. As a result, all 

students in grades K-12 took at least one reading, writing, and math course each year. 

These courses were referred to as the phase system. The phase system is a series of 

benchmarks and assessments designed to determine whether or not a student has 

“mastered” the material. For example, math phases 11 and 12 are fifth grade phases, but 

my fifth grade students are working in math phases 6-14.

In addition to the students attending school, 30 administrators, teachers, and 

classroom aides work in the school. The primary teaching staff, grades K-2B, were all 

Alaska Natives and members in the community. The 3-12 teaching staff was primarily 

white and they moved to the village from the “lower 48,” and traveled “home” during 

vacations such as Christmas break or summer vacation. Overall, a high ratio of turnover 

occurs in the teaching staff of grades 3-12. I arrived 4 years ago, and already I am a 

veteran. Only two white teachers, and one white administrator have been at this site 

longer than I have been.
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The entire primary teaching staff (classroom teachers and aides), grades K-2B are 

Alaska Native. The instruction in these grades was conducted in the Yup’ik language 

with only a certain number of minutes a day of English language pullout. The majority 

of the certified teaching staff 3T-12 is White. In addition to the certified teaching staff, 

numerous classroom aides and special educational aides work at the school. All of these 

aides are Alaska Native and are members of the community. The administrator of our 

school is Galeic. He has been working in this school district for 11 years as a teacher or 

an administrator. He became our site administrator in the fall of 2007.

5th Grade Classroom

I had 23 students in the fifth grade, as well as one classroom aide when the study 

took place. Our classroom was located outside of the main school building on the bank 

of a river. The instructional day began at 8:40 a.m. and concluded at 3:45 p.m. each day 

Monday through Thursday. On Fridays, the instructional day began at 8:40 a.m., and the 

students were released after lunch at 12:15 p.m. Friday afternoons were used for district 

meetings, site staff meetings, or planning, prepping, and grading. During the regular 

school day, the students were instructed in English in the core subject areas of math, 

reading, writing, social studies, and science. In addition, they received 30-50 minutes of 

Yup’ik instruction each day. The amount of instructional time in Yup’ik depended on the 

high school schedule, because we shared our Yup’ik language teacher with the high 

school.
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Participant Selection

My study involved four participants who were students in my classroom. Prior to 

beginning my research study, I selected my participants by sending a letter to each of my 

student’s parents and/or guardians. This letter explained my research project and asked 

for the parents/guardians’ permission for their child to participate.

After the permission slips were collected, I divided them into the following 

categories: the students with permission and the students without permission. Then, I 

divided all of the students that had parental consent to participate into the following 

categories: male and female. After that, I divided those two groups into: parent(s) work 

in the school and parent(s) do not work in the school. Finally, I chose one participant 

from each category. Thus, I had four participants: a male whose parent(s) did not work 

in the school, a male whose parent(s) worked in the school, a female whose parent(s) did 

not work in the school, and a female whose parent did work in the school. I decided to 

use these categories because of the high percentage of students I have with a parent who 

works at the school and I wanted to make sure the study reflected the entire class 

population.

Figure 1 on page 40 provides a pictorial representation of this process.
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Participant 1 
(Emil)

Permission No Permission
11 7

Participant 2 
(Lorentz)

Participant 3 
(Selma)

Participant 4 
(Mabel)

Figure 1: Participant Selection
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Table 4 on this page is a summary of each participant selected to participate in the study.

Table 4: Description of Participants

Pseudonym Gender Grade

Years in 
Village/School 

Prior to this 
Year

Parent
Works

in
School

Overall 
Language 

Proficiency 
Level 

According 
to 4th Grade 

ELPT

Academic 
Achievement 
According to 

4th Grade 
SBA

Emil Male 5th 5 No Intermediate
Low

Reading-FBP
Writing-BP
Math-FBP

Lorentz Male 5th 2 Yes Intermediate
High

Reading-BP
Writing-BP
Math-FBP

Selma Female 5th 5 No Intermediate
Low

Reading-FBP
Writing-BP
Math-FBP

Mabel Female 5th 5 Yes Proficient
Reading-P
Writing-P
Math-P

P=proficient BP=below proficient FBP=far below proficient

Emil

Emil was constantly on the go and needed frequent reminders to stay on task and 

to return to his desk. Each time he was reminded, he smiled innocently and followed the 

instruction. For example, while he was working on a math lesson he might stop, look up, 

and begin tapping his foot and his pencil in a rhythmic fashion. He would continue to do 

so until one of his classmates pointed it out or I instructed him to “Go back to work.” In 

addition to his active nature, he had a very gentle heart. He took correction well; he 

listened to and followed directions without question, and modified his actions 

accordingly without hesitation. As his teacher, I am convinced that his language of



instruction was music. Almost always, there was a tune of some sort going through his 

mind which was often evident in the rhythmic beat of his pencil tapping, foot tapping, 

singing, or dancing. He excelled in music, but there were few opportunities for him to 

engage in them inside the school. The only courses that were similar to music classes 

were Yup’ik dance, a high school elective, and ESL, which incorporated songs into many 

of the units. Last year, this participant voluntarily stayed after school and participated in 

the high school Yup’ik dance class that was offered during 7th period of the day. 7th 

period was the last period of the day for high school students, and after school for the 

elementary students. This year, he was asked to travel and perform with the high school 

Yup’ik dance class in a nearby village.

Lorentz

Lorentz was a social individual. Overall, he was an average student with good 

behavior. He rarely got into trouble, and when he did he admitted it. He enjoyed 

laughter and was often the source of many jokes. He would often engage in conversation 

and ask a question. I would always know what kind of response he was expecting 

depending on whether or not a smile emerged on his face before he was finished asking 

it. His smile was also an indication of whether or not he was telling the whole truth and 

nothing but the truth. In addition, he was very empathetic. He was very keen to picking 

up on the non-verbal communication of others and could often tell when someone was 

having a bad day or just wasn’t themselves. He would take it on as his project to try to 

make them feel better or by finding someone to help them. For example, I had a very 

challenging day one day. I was questioning the abilities of myself as a teacher; focusing



on all the things I had done wrong and all the things that had gone wrong. Out of 

nowhere, this student approached my desk and quietly said, “Kristen, you’re the bestest.” 

Like the other student, he was also very musically inclined. For example, he too was 

selected to travel with the high school Yup’ik dance class to perform, because of his 

outstanding dancing reputation.

Selma

Selma had a strong work ethic. She excelled in math, but had to work harder in 

reading and writing. Socially, she was well behaved in class and well liked by her peers. 

She always followed directions on time, turned her work in on time, and often 

volunteered to do additional projects. She was often willing to help throughout the 

school day or stay after school to complete different tasks. On several occasions, she 

stayed after school to complete her homework before going home. Every time there was 

a note that had to be sent home, signed by a parent, and returned the next day, hers was 

always there.

Mabel

Mabel was an “ideal” student. She was a hard worker who listened to and 

followed directions. She was very responsible about completing assignments to the best 

of her ability and submitting them on time. She was also a very conscientious student. 

She asked for help when she needed it and sometimes she would ask for reassurance that 

she was doing her assignments correctly. Socially, she was well liked by her peers and 

well behaved at school. She completed her work on time, asked for help when she
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needed it, and volunteered to do work on additional projects. In comparison to her peers 

she was relatively quiet, unless she was with her close friends. When she was with her 

peers there was sure to be plenty of laughter and crazy ideas. One night, while working 

on a school project with two of her closest female friends, they planned and hypothesized 

what it would be like if their teacher hosted a prom for them and assigned the students 

dates.

My Place As a Researcher 

My pathway to becoming a researcher began long before I arrived in Alaska. 

Reflecting on my personal history, I would describe my journey here as just as much an 

accident as it was by overt planning. I grew up in a small, rural town in western North 

Dakota. My hometown, like many of the towns in the state, was not ethnically or 

linguistically diverse. As far as I know, English was the only language spoken on a 

regular basis. All of the families were white with the exception of one. In this particular 

family, the father was African American, and the mother was white, and there were three 

children. In addition to being the only family that was not like the others in terms of race, 

they were also the only family that “spoke” a different language. The language they used 

was American Sign Language. This one family was the “diversity” in my small town.

University o f North Dakota-Grand Forks

Although I had excelled in high school, I was not excited about going to college.

I was not ready for all of the changes I knew I would face when moving to a new town on 

the other side of the state. I would be leaving my good friends behind, living in a town
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that was much larger than the town I had grown up in, and attending a school that had 10 

times the number of students than the population of my hometown. Despite my 

hesitancies, I began college 300 miles away from home in the fall.

When I entered college, I had not decided on a major. I knew I liked math and 

science, but I also liked working with children so I decided to explore engineering and 

education. During my freshman year, I completed some of my generals and also took a 

couple of introductory engineering courses. At the end of my freshman year, I knew 

engineering was not the path I wanted to pursue, and I decided to explore education. 

Throughout this time, my older sister, who attended the same university, convinced me to 

take some courses with her. At the time she was majoring in cultural anthropology with 

the intention to go to medical school. When I finally decided on my major, elementary 

education, I realized that I had already completed or would complete most of the courses 

required to obtain an endorsement in English as a Second Language (ESL). In addition, 

all elementary education majors were required to have an area of emphasis. Thus, I 

decided my emphasis would be ESL.

Throughout my university classes, I had the opportunity to complete field 

experience at a local elementary school with 5 elementary students: 4 second graders (1- 

Taiwan, 1-India, 2-Philippines) and one 3rd grader (Russia). It was during this time, that I 

not only realized the linguistic challenges, but also the cultural challenges that speakers 

of other languages face when they are students in an English speaking classroom in an 

predominately English speaking country.
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English Language Development (ELD) Teacher ■

While I was growing up, Alaska was always somewhere I wanted to visit. When 

I had the opportunity to interview with school districts in Alaska I took it. Not long after 

my interview, I was offered a position as an English Language Development (ELD) 

teacher in a village in bush Alaska that I had never heard of before. I accepted it after 

about a week of consideration.

For three years, I was an ELD teacher at a school in southwestern Alaska. Most 

of my students were Alaska Native. All of the students were instructed in Yup’ik, their 

native language, for the first four years of school, and then were transitioned into English. 

My role as an ELD teacher was to provide English instruction to students in grades K-2B. 

In addition, I served as a resource for grades 3-12, and completed all of the required 

English language testing. It was through this process, that I became frustrated with the 

English Language proficiency testing process and began to question the decisions that 

were made based on the results of these assessments.

SLATE Program

At the end of my second year of teaching, the opportunity to pursue a master’s 

degree in Applied Linguistics arose. Prior to completing my undergraduate degree, I 

knew I wanted to pursue a master’s degree, but I wasn’t sure where I wanted to focus. 

This degree was unique, because it focused primarily on my teaching context. I wanted 

to pursue a degree that would impact my teaching and enable me to make a difference in 

the lives of my students.
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It was through my courses in the SLATE program and my previous teaching 

experience that I developed my research question. Two of my duties as an ELD teacher 

were to administer the test used to identify limited English proficient students in the fall 

and to administer the test used to assess English language proficiency in the spring. It 

was through this assessment process and my interactions with my students that I began to 

question the effectiveness of these assessments and how the results were used to make 

various high-stakes decisions.

Data Collection Methods 

To complete this study, I incorporated a variety of data collection methods 

including authentic assessments, interviews, observations, field notes, standardized test 

scores, focus group discussion and journal entries.

Authentic Assessments

Authentic assessment is a way of discovering what a student knows using 

multiple methods over time and using the information collected to inform our instruction 

(O’Malley & Pierce, 1996). The first data collection method I used was authentic 

assessments of my participants’ academic and language knowledge and skills in all the 

academic subjects and language domains. In writing, my participants completed two 

written responses to a teacher prompt. They completed the first writing activity in 

September and the second writing in March. The purpose of those assessments was to 

get a snapshot of the student’s writing progress throughout the current academic year.

The second writing assessment my participants completed was a written description of a



graph in mathematics. In this assessment the students had to look at a graph, interpret its 

purpose, and describe the information included in the graph in detail. The reading 

activity my students completed was a self-reflection of how they viewed themselves as a 

reader. The students were given a series of questions and were asked to respond. The 

speaking activity my students completed was a verbal description of a process 

represented by three pictures. They were also asked to identify and describe their 

favorite place that we’d studied in social studies. The students were rated according to 

the overall quality of their response. All these pieces of data were collected to help paint 

a portrait of my students’ academic and language progress over time.

Interviews

Interviews are a method of gathering data that allows the researcher to understand 

individual perspectives, clarify meanings, deepen understanding, generate descriptive 

data, gain insight, and to learn more about the context (Rossman & Rollis, 2003). In my 

own research study, I used interviews to gain insights into my students’ perspectives on 

assessments. I asked questions, listened for their responses, and followed up with other 

questions in order to understand the breadth and context of their response. In order to do 

this, I conducted an initial interview with each participant as well as a follow-up 

interview in order to obtain and understand my students’ perspectives of standardized 

assessments and alternatives to standardized assessments.
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Observation o f Standardized Tests

Observation is the process of watching an event take place, recording it in detail 

so that that someone else who was not present can make sense of what was seen. In my 

own study, I observed my students’ body language, speed at which they worked, and any 

thoughts or opinions about the test or the testing process that they expressed. This data 

provided additional insight into how students act in the standardized test environment. 

This data was contrasted to their every day behavior during in-class activities and other 

real world settings.

Field Notes

Field notes are written records of day-to-day interactions with the individuals in 

my setting. I included field notes in my research project because assessment is such an 

integral part of the school environment, and by writing field notes I was able to capture: 

conversations regarding assessment between staff members, students, or community 

members, observations about activities in my classroom that demonstrated student 

progress in language or academics, and jot down any questions I had regarding the data I 

collected. In my environment, the school and community, standardized tests and 

standardized test scores are discussed frequently.

Standardized Test Scores

I investigated three standardized test scores. The first standardized test score was 

the Terra Nova. This assessment measures students’ performance in math, language arts, 

science, and social studies. The second standardized test score was the English Language
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Proficiency Test (ELPT) score. This assessment measures LEP students’ language 

proficiency progress in reading, writing, listening, and speaking. The final standardized 

test score I examined was the Standard’s Based Assessment (SBA). This test is designed 

to measure the academic progress of all students in grades 3-10. By investigating my 

participants’ scores on these standardized tests I hope to compare and contrast their 

scores on the standardized tests to the results of the authentic assessments I conducted in 

my classroom. In addition, I looked at what kind of information about an individual’s 

language and academic progress can be obtained from these test scores.

Student Journal Entries

The journal entries used in my study include my students’ personal journals. As 

part of required course work, I assign my students journal prompts regularly. The topics 

of their entries vary. Sometimes I asked the students to respond to a particular prompt 

and other times I allowed them to write on a topic of their choice. At one point during the 

standardized assessments, my students wrote responses to questions regarding their 

thoughts about assessments and their definitions of success. My students began keeping 

their journals at the beginning of the academic year. Their journals provided evidence of 

their progress towards becoming more proficient writers.

Data Analysis

I analyzed my data using the constant-comparative method (Lichtman, 2006). 

According to Lichtman (2006), the constant-comparative method involves open coding, 

axial coding, and selective coding. This multi-step process involves: creating and



arranging codes around concepts, creating categories from the concepts, and deriving 

theory from concepts (Lichtman, 2006).

First, I analyzed my data to construct two learner profiles of each of my students. 

The first profile was a profile of their learning strengths and weaknesses based only on 

their scores from the standardized tests they took: the Terra Nova, English Language 

Proficiency Test, and the SBA. The second learning profile was of their learning 

strengths and weaknesses based on the authentic assessments I incorporated into my 

classroom.

Then, I analyzed my data to reflect on my own experience of implementing 

authentic assessment into my classroom.

Conclusion

Through my master’s courses I became more familiar with authentic assessment, 

and questioned whether or not authentic assessment could be used to show students’ 

academic and language proficiency growth. In addition, I investigated the definition 

dilemma: the difference in how my Yup’ik 5th graders define education and success; and 

how the government defines education and success. Finally, I have questioned the 

purpose of assessments, their scores, and the decisions that are made on the basis of those 

scores, and have sought other ways to demonstrate students’ language proficiency and 

academic progress without devaluing their background, culture, or setting.
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Chapter 4: Data Analysis

The first step in my data analysis was to construct two learner profiles for each of 

my participants. The first profile is a standardized assessment profile that was 

constructed by analyzing the participants’ scores on three standardized assessments they 

took in February and March 2009: Terra Nova, English Language Proficiency Test 

(ELPT), and the Standards Based Assessment (SBA). The second profile is an authentic 

assessment profile that was constructed by analyzing the information obtained about each 

participant from implementing authentic assessments in my classroom. The purpose of 

completing these profiles is to demonstrate the difference in the amount and type of 

information that can be obtained about each participant based on the type of assessment 

that is used. I thought this approach helped me replicate what a new teacher (someone 

teaching these students for the first time) would deduce about the skills and abilities of 

these learners. I completed it in this manner because I know that standardized assessment 

scores follow the learner and remain in their academic files, but information obtained 

about the learner through authentic assessments often remains with the previous year’s 

teacher. Usually, at the beginning of the school year, we have a class list, their 

standardized test scores, and if we’re fortunate enough, some background information 

about the students obtained informally from the previous year’s teacher(s) or through a 

relationship with the students’ family outside of the school.

The second step of my data analysis was to investigate my own implementation of 

authentic assessment into my classroom. To do this, I used interviews, student journals, 

research journal, journal prompts, and authentic assessments. The primary reason for



completing this step was to analyze the challenges, successes, and implications of 

implementing authentic assessment into my classroom. This was an important step for 

me because at the time I was completing this study, I knew that I would be moving with 

my students to the next grade the following year. I would have all of the same students in 

the 6th grade. By investigating my own implementation of authentic assessment and the 

information obtained about my students from these assessments, I knew I would be able 

to implement authentic assessments more successfully the following year.

Therefore, the two primary themes of my data analysis are learner profiles and 

teacher implementation of authentic assessment.

Standardized Assessment Profiles 

In this stage of the data analysis, I compiled all the information from the 

standardized assessments that each participant completed during the school year. I will 

share the information about each student and analyze the information based on the test 

directives to create a profile of that learner based on their scores on that particular test.

Tables 5 through 10 on pages 54 through 60 summarize the results of each of my 

participants on the three standardized assessments they completed: Terra Nova (2009), 

ELPT, and the SBA. (See Appendices C and D)
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Terra Nova Test Profile

Table 5: Terra Nova Test Results (taken February 2009)

Reading
Language

Arts
Mathematics Science

Social

Studies

Emil Low Mastery Low mastery Low Mastery
Moderate

Mastery

Low

Mastery

Lorentz Low Mastery Low Mastery Low Mastery
Moderate

mastery

Moderate

mastery

Selma
Moderate

Mastery
Low Mastery Low Mastery Low Mastery

Low

Mastery

Mabel
Moderate

Mastery

Moderate

Mastery

Moderate

Mastery

Moderate

Mastery

Moderate

Mastery

Table 6: Terra Nova Result Descriptors

Result Description of Result

Low mastery (LM)

The student demonstrated little of the following 

knowledge, skills, and abilities assessed on the Terra 

Nova Test.

Moderate mastery (MM)

The student demonstrated some of the following 

knowledge, skills, and abilities assessed on the Terra 

Nova Test.

High mastery (HM)

The student demonstrated most of the following 

knowledge, skills, and abilities assessed on the Terra 

Nova Test.



Emil, Lorentz, and Selma’s scores on the Terra Nova place them below the 

national average when their scores are compared to the scores of other 5th grades who 

took this assessment. Individually, their lowest skill or knowledge areas vary, but the 

descriptions of their skills and abilities based on this standardized assessment are very 

similar. Based on their results and the accompanying descriptions, I would expect these 

learners to be struggling students. Most likely they would not be at grade level in all of 

the skill areas and would require modifications and extra assistance with a majority of the 

work they would be expected to complete.

Mabel’s test scores place her in the middle of the national average in reading, 

language, and social studies, and just below the national average in mathematics and 

science. Based on her results and the accompanying descriptions, I would expect her to 

be academically well balanced in all subject areas. Most likely, she would be an average 

student who is working successfully at grade level with very few additional modifications 

or extra assistance necessary.

English Language Proficiency Test (ELPT)

This assessment measures “how well the student is learning and gaining 

proficiency in the English language used at school in four separate skill areas: Reading, 

Writing, Listening, and Speaking” (Guide to Test Interpretation for the IPT, p. 1). The 

following table displays the results for Emil, Lorentz, and Selma. Mabel did not have to 

take this assessment, because she had met the necessary score requirements in the spring 

of 2008 and was no longer considered limited English proficient (LEP). I did not receive
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this information until the 2009 ELPT was being administered and her name was not on 

the list of students required to take it.

Table 7: English Language Proficiency Test Scores (taken February 2009)

Reading Writing Listening Speaking
Comprehension 

(Reading + 
Listening)

Overall
Proficiency

Emil Intermediate
Low

Intermediate
Low

Proficient
High

Intermediate
Low

Intermediate
High

Intermediate
Low

Lorentz Proficient
High

Intermediate
High Proficient Intermediate

High
Proficient

High
Intermediate

High

Selma Intermediate
High

Intermediate
High Proficient Intermediate

Low
Intermediate

High
Intermediate

Low

Table 8: Learner Profiles Based on ELPT Scores (Taken February 2009)

Participant Conclusions and Expectations based on ELPT Results

Emil Not proficient in English

Most successful with tasks that are completed orally and enable him to use 

his strong listening skills

Struggle reading grade level texts and writing compositions at grade level 

(would not read or write at grade level)

Lorentz Stronger language reception skills (listening, reading) than language 

production skills (writing, speaking)

Close to being designated as proficient in English

Successfully listen to and following directions 

Successfully comprehend classroom lectures 

Successfully read and comprehend grade level texts
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Table 8: Continued

Participant Conclusions and Expectations based on ELPT Results

Selma Approaching English language proficient designation 

Strong reading, writing, and listening skills 

Investigate low speaking score

Standards Based Assessment (SBA) Profile

This assessment measured the student’s academic performance in reading, 

writing, and mathematics. Table 9 summarizes the participants’ scores, score 

descriptions, and expectations or assumptions I would make as their classroom teacher 

based on their scores.

Table 9: SBA Scores (taken April 2009)

Reading Writing Math

Emil Far Below Proficient Far Below Proficient Far Below Proficient

Lorentz Below Proficient Below Proficient Far Below Proficient

Selma Far Below Proficient Below Proficient Below Proficient

Mabel Proficient Proficient Advanced

(See Appendix D)
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Table 10: Learner Profiles Based on SBA Scores

Reading Writing Math
Emil Reading below grade 

level
Decode and summarize 
texts at a “just right” 
level
Struggle answering 
higher order thinking 
questions such as, 
“What do you think the 
author means when they 
say...?”

Writing below grade 
level
Write using a variety of 
forms for a variety of 
purposes
Struggle with fluency, 
spelling, conventions, 
and revision

Struggle with all areas 
of mathematics

Lorentz Reading below grade 
level
Decode books at the 
“just right” level 
Struggle summarizing, 
and answering higher 
order thinking questions 
about books at the “just 
right” level

Writing below grade 
level
Struggle to brainstorm 
ideas and starting 
writing
Finished pieces of 
writing at his level 
would include 
appropriate sentence 
structure, accurate 
conventions, and 
polished revision

Struggle with all areas 
of mathematics, but 
approaching proficiency 
at grade level 
Benefit from extra 
instruction/additional 
assistance
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Table 10: Continued

Reading Writing Math
Selma Reading below grade 

level

Decode books at the 
“just right” level 
Struggle summarizing, 
and answering higher 
order thinking questions 
about books at the “just 
right” level

Approaching writing 
proficiency at grade 
level
Struggle to brainstorm 
ideas and starting 
writing
Finished pieces of 
writing at his level 
would include accurate 
conventions and 
polished revision

Struggle with all areas 
of mathematics

Benefit from extra 
instruction/ additional 
assistance

Mabel Reading at grade level Writing at grade level 
for a variety of purposes 
using a variety of forms 
Struggle with revision

Working at grade level

The standardized assessments provide very broad descriptions of the skills and 

knowledge each of my students possess. All students with the same or similar scores are 

grouped together, and the same descriptions are used to describe their skills and 

knowledge without considering what their individual instructional needs are. Thus, 

students with very different instructional needs are diagnosed in the same way, and 

recommendations for meeting their needs is the same. This does not make sense. For 

example, we would not use instructional strategies focused on comprehension skills to 

help improve a student’s reading fluency.
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Authentic Assessment Profiles .

Participant #1: Emil 

Reading

One of the authentic assessments I administered in reading was a reading attitude 

survey. This assessment consisted of fifteen items. The first fourteen items were 

statements about reading. The student had to read and select an answer from the 

following responses: not at all a little, some, a lot, a whole lot.

Table 11 on page 61 was constructed from the responses Emil provided on the 

reading attitude survey.
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Table 11: Emil's Reading Attitude Survey Responses

Not at All A Little Some A Lot A Whole Lot
How often do 
you read at 
home?

Reading is 
boring.

I like to read 
stories.

I like to read.

I like reading 
stories.

I like to read in 
my spare time.

I have trouble 
understanding 
what I read.

I enjoy talking 
about what I 
read.

I think I’m a 
good reader.

I enjoy reading 
poetry.

I like reading at 
school.

I wish I had 
more time to 
read at school.

It’s fun to read 
at home.

Reading is fun.

Emil’s responses provide valuable information about his perceptions of himself as 

a reader and reading in general. His responses in the last two columns (a lot and a whole 

lot) show that he has an enthusiasm for reading. He indicated that he thinks reading is 

fun, he wishes he had more time to read, and he likes to read at school. Although he has 

an enthusiasm for reading, his answers in the first three columns (not at all, a little, some) 

indicate that he is not an avid reader and he is not confident about his abilities as a reader. 

He indicates that he only thinks he is a good reader some of the time, he has trouble 

understanding what he has read some of the time, and he only likes to read a little. In 

addition, he never reads at home. This assessment is supported further by the self report 

card he completed. When he was asked what his least favorite subject was and why, he 

wrote reading, but he did not explain why.



The final question, question fifteen, asked the student, “What kinds of things do 

you read (types, topics, or titles)?” Emil responded, “Junie B. Jones, R.L. Stine, and Frog 

and Toad.” All of these books are beginning chapter books. They are a combination of 

pictures and text. These books are at the 2nd grade reading level.

From my own observations in the classroom, I know that this reader needed 

reminders daily to stay on task while reading during independent reading time. 

Sometimes, he would have more difficult chapter books, and he would “pretend” to read 

them. When I would question him about the difficulty, he never said they were too hard. 

However, he never completed an accelerated reader (AR) quiz on them, or if he did, he 

did not score very high.

Overall, I know that Emil has an enthusiasm for reading, but is not an avid reader. 

He might not be an avid reader for several reasons, but his confidence in himself as a 

reader probably plays a big role. When he does read, he prefers fiction, specifically 

beginning chapter books that are part of a series.

Writing

Emil views writing as an academic area he needs to improve. On a self-report 

card he gave himself an “N” in writing. N stands for “needs improving.” In addition to 

seeing it as an academic weakness, he also lacks confidence in his abilities as a writer. In 

October, Emil had completed all assigned journal entries for a particular week. He had 

written one entry for each day of the week. Previously, he had only written two or three 

entries per week. I wanted to acknowledge this accomplishment in writing one entry per 

day so I wrote, “Nice work [Emil!] I can’t wait to read next week’s entries!” When I
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read his journal the following week, I noticed that he had revised my comment. He had 

scribbled out the word “nice” and replaced it with the word “bad” so that the comment 

read, “Bad work, [Emil!] I can’t wait to read next week’s entries!” This was just one 

indicator that he did not like writing and questioned his own abilities as a writer. Other 

indicators included: missing journal entries, length of entries (1-2 sentences max), and 

the content of entries.

Emil started to answer many prompts in his journal but never completed them.

One of these examples is as follows. In late August, I received a surprise package from 

my brother. Before I opened it, I told the students that my brother had sent me a package. 

As a writing prompt, I showed the students the box that my brother had sent and asked 

them to answer the following question in their writing journal, “What do you think is in 

the box? Give reasons to support your answer.” Emil’s entry read, “Carl giving to K”

He started to write something, but never completed it.

An example of writing to complete a task rather than to convey meaning is 

evident in the following journal entries.

Entry 1: “I will go slade at Old School (today we have full today) (October,

2009).

Entry 2. I will go play at Celab gramand and play game Halo3 an Leagong all the 

way to the end it will be fun and cool, and I will go wrestling practice at 6:45 and 

go home. And go school akang and go wrestling practice at 6:00 (September, 

2009).
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In the first entry, Emil writes one simple sentence. The only details provided are where 

he will go and what he will be doing. In the second entry, Emil provides more details.

He tells us where he is going to play, what he is going to play, how long he will play it, 

how he feels about it, and what he will do after he finishes playing the game. This 

demonstrates that Emil is able to write more descriptive sentences, but he does not 

always choose to.

Six Traits

As for his actual writing, Emil struggles with all six writing traits: ideas, 

organization, word choice, sentence fluency, and conventions. In the next few 

paragraphs I will describe the struggles Emil has and provide evidence to support my 

statements.

Ideas

In his journal, Emil primarily writes about what he has done or what he is going 

to do. His journal is like his diary. In his journal, he should have had a variety of free 

writes (student choice), and teacher created prompts. Instead, he had primarily free 

writes (student choice); and did one of three things instead of responding to the teacher 

created prompts.

• He did not write about the prompt at all.

• He would start a response to the prompt, but would not finish it.

• He would write about something else instead.
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The first thing he often did was he chose not to write a response to the prompt at all. This 

choice is evident in the number of entries missing from Emil’s journal. Throughout the 

year, I would read each student’s journal and write comments. My comments for Emil 

almost always included a statement like, “I want to see one entry for each day” (Student 

Journal, Fall 2008). It was hard to get Emil to write one entry per day, especially if there 

were teacher created prompts.

The second choice he often made was to begin a response to a prompt, but never 

finish it. For example, in reading we were studying mysteries. One of the stories we 

were using was a series of pictures with a single caption for each picture. The students 

were instructed to choose one picture and write about what they though had happened or 

was going to happen. Emil’s entry for this prompt was, “The man in the picture looked 

to” He began the prompt, had an idea, but never finished it.

The third choice he often used was he would write about something else instead 

of answering the prompt. Probably the best example of this is his response on our 

district’s fall writing assessment. On this writing assessment, the students were given 

two prompts, and they were allowed to choose which one they wanted to respond to. The 

two prompts were:

• Write about something you love to do.

• Write about waking up as a grown up one day.

Emil chose to write about the first prompt, “Write about something you love to do.” His 

response was, “I like to go wresling practice. I go wresling prase I will wresslign ever
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day I will go.” Since his response was not related to the topic he automatically scored a 

one (the lowest) in each of the six writing traits.

One observation I made about Emil’s writing is that he writes more when he is 

writing on a culturally relevant topic that he has directly experienced or will experience. 

The longest entry Emil wrote all year was written right after he attended a Yup’ik dance 

and cultural festival in another village in our school district. On this day, there wasn’t a 

teacher-created response; instead he could write about whatever he wanted to. Emil 

wrote the following entry:

At [River] I was make craft a craft was kayak it, was fun to make the school was 

easy raft elder and pasintasion room, craft is mak a kayak cool I hae one in my 

house I was playing game with [boy] were playing wolrd at war and I want astien 

to wachhim play game (Student Journal, April, 2009).

The ideas in this piece of writing are strong, but the other traits need work. This 

piece of writing demonstrates his improvement on some traits, but his weaknesses in 

others.

Organization

Organization is a trait that is difficult to assess in Emil’s writing because of his 

reluctance to write more than one or two sentences. It is hard to assess the organization 

of a writing piece if there are only one or two sentences. Instead it is easier to assess the 

organization of each sentence. Emil wrote the following entry:

“my favorite in P.E. activity is kickball basketball, srech, and play nact it” 

(August, 2008).
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It is challenging to assess the organization of this piece of writing, because there’s only 

one sentence, but what I can do is assess the organization of this sentence. When I do 

that, I see that he has extra words like “in,” or the prepositional phrase “in P.E.” comes 

before the norm it is modifying. This example also shows me that he can order items in a 

list correctly. He even used the correct punctuation, a common, to separate the items in 

that list.

Word Choice

Emil’s writing is comprised of primarily high frequency words that are familiar to 

him. As I read through the entries in his journal, including the ones I’ve already shared, I 

did not come across any unexpected or surprising words. This could be the result of 

many factors. First, I know Emil is an English language learner. His vocabulary may not 

be as developed as native English speakers. In addition, Emil is not an avid reader.

Since a lot of vocabulary is learned through reading, Emil’s vocabulary may not be as 

developed as more avid readers. Finally, his word choice might be the result of his own 

view of writing in general and his abilities as a writer. He struggles with spelling, and he 

may choose to use words that he can spell correctly instead of taking spelling risks using 

more difficult words. All of the previous entries are examples of the vocabulary he 

commonly uses in his writing.

Sentence Fluency

This is another trait I had a difficult time assessing. Oftentimes, other traits would 

impede with the assessment of this one. Sentence fluency investigates the number of
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sentences the author uses, how the author begins the sentences, and the length of the 

sentences. Sometimes, his writing was illegible or the words were spelled incorrectly and 

I had to stop to figure out what he was trying to write (See Appendix E). Where did the 

sentence begin? Where did the sentence end?

Conventions

Conventions refer to the structure of the student’s writing. Are capital letters and 

punctuation used correctly? Are the words spelled correctly? Is the writing legible? 

Conventions are probably the most noticeable weakness in Emil’s writing, because 

conventions play an important role in everything we write regardless of how much we 

write.

The journal entries already discussed highlight many of his challenges with 

writing conventions: handwriting, punctuation, capitalization, and spelling. His 

handwriting is hard to read. He tends to make his letters all the same size and he doesn’t 

always space properly between words (See Appendix E)

In addition, he struggles with spelling. Table 12 on this page provides some examples of 

the spelling errors present in his writing.
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Table 12: Examples of Emil's Spelling Errors

Spelling Used in Emil’s Journal Correct Spelling

knok knock

coud could

slade slide

well will

wan when

As far as punctuation and capitalization goes, Emil does the following most of the 

time: capitalizes the names of people, days of the week, months of the year, cities, and 

the word “I”; includes a period at the end of at least one sentence in each piece of writing; 

and use commas to separate items in a list. He needs to practice using correct 

punctuation at the end of every sentence and the standard spelling of words.

When I take all of these things into consideration, I know that Emil is a struggling 

writer who needs instruction in many areas. His view towards writing and his perception 

of his own writing ability make this even a greater challenge.

Math

Emil views mathematics as one of his strengths. On his self-report card he gave 

himself an “S” (satisfactory) in math. Later, on the same report card he was asked what 

his favorite subject was and why it was his favorite. His response was, “Math because I 

like it.” Overall, he enjoyed math and was confident in his abilities.



As in the other academic subject areas, Emil had strengths and weaknesses in 

math. His strength was computation, and his weakness was mathematical language 

(vocabulary).

Computation

I am using the word computation to refer to the numerical calculations completed 

in math, such as 2 + 2 = 4. Emil’s computation was very good. On many occasions, I 

observed him solving problems mentally, without writing anything down on paper. 

Another example of his strong computation skills was his performance on mad minute 

math tests. In mad minute math activities, each student was given a page of 

mathematical facts. They had 3 minutes to complete as many problems as they could. 

Emil completed these successfully and was near the top of the class with the number of 

problems answered correctly.

Language

Unlike computation where Emil excelled, he struggled with the language used in 

mathematics. I think the biggest question is, “What does language have to do with 

math?” It has a lot to do with math, especially for English language learners. The 

phrasing of questions, the use of vocabulary, and the required written responses to 

mathematical questions all presented challenges to Emil. The first example of this 

occurred on a unit test that I created. The students were given a pie graph. The question 

asked read, “What item does Steve spend the least amount of money on each month?” 

Emil’s response was “$2.00.” Although he identified the least amount of money



numerically, he did not identify the item that went with it. He interpreted the question as 

“What is the least amount of money Steve spends each month?” The second example of 

language being a challenge occurred during one of the standardized test assessments.

Emil was working on a question in the math section. He raised his hand and we had the 

following conversation:

E: Can I use the math book?

T: No.

E: Why? Is it cheating?

T: For this test, yes. Why do you want to use the math book?

E: Because it has the answers.

T: How do you know?

E: I could look in the index.

T: What would you look for?

E: These (as he was pointing to the answers in the answer booklet) (personal 

conversation, April, 2009).

This exchange demonstrates that he didn’t remember the meanings of the individual 

words, but he knew how to find the answer. Thus, was this a language question or a math 

question?

A final example of language presenting a challenge occurred during an activity 

where the students were given a graph with the following prompt: “Look at the graph. 

Tell me the purpose of the graph and describe the information in the graph in detail. Use 

complete sentences to write your answer.” The first time we did this activity, we
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completed it as a class. I modeled, and the students helped construct the answer. The 

second time we completed this activity, each student was given a graph and asked to do 

the same thing. This time they were allowed to work with their classmates and ask 

questions for clarification. The last time they completed this activity was on their math 

test. This time they had to complete it independently. Emil’s response on the final test 

was, “The Birds hadve the moset then Reptiles. The pie graph show the pet store.” 

Although his answer was not one hundred percent correct, he received a point for making 

a comparison, “The Brids have the moset then Reptiles” and one point for identifying 

what type of graph it was. This response was better than his previous two. It could be 

that he didn’t write more because he does not like writing. Perhaps, Emil would have 

provided a more thorough response if I had asked him the question and allowed him to 

dictate the answer.

The fact that Emil likes math and is good at computation provides him with a 

good foundation for building other mathematical skills. Problems that include reading or 

require a written response present more of a challenge. He needs strategies to solve these 

types of problems as well.

Science

I spent the least amount of instructional time teaching science. The demands for 

proficiency in reading, writing, and math took precedent over other academic courses. In 

addition, it took me a few months to find all the components to the curriculum and 

implement the first unit. At the beginning of the year, I was teaching from a list of 

vocabulary words. Eventually, I discovered the Foss Kits (investigations) and the
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accompanying materials such as the science storybooks. As a result, I did not administer 

a lot of authentic assessments in science.

In science, Emil participated in all the class activities and received satisfactory 

marks. Once again, the reading level of the text used presented a challenge, but strategies 

were implemented to help overcome these challenges.

Social Studies

Our social studies curriculum was challenging for all my students, including Emil. 

It focused on the regions of the United States. This was challenging because we were 

learning about places that were unfamiliar to my students. The furthest most of my 

students have traveled is to Anchorage, Alaska. Only two of my students have traveled 

outside of Alaska to Hawaii or the lower 48.

Emil’s greatest strength in social studies was geography. As we studied each 

region, the students learned where the states were located, their capitals, and other places 

of interest associated with that state, such as landforms, bodies of water, or famous cities. 

One activity I used to teach the location of the states was a map race. In this activity, 

there was a map of the region were studying on the board at the front of the classroom. I 

would say the name of a state and the students would have to race to the board and touch 

that state. Most of the students were very successful with this activity, including Emil.

Emil’s weaknesses in social studies centered on the information presented in the 

textbook. First, Emil’s reading level made reading and understanding the text difficult 

for him. Often, we would try to make the information available to all learners by 

listening to it on CD, reading it as a class, or working in small groups. Another challenge
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was the language used in the interactive student notebook (workbook). Often, we would 

have to go over the questions as a class, because the language used to ask the questions or 

give the instructions was difficult for my students to understand. They were filled with 

academic vocabulary, defining tasks they may have known how to complete, but they did 

not known that was the term for what they were doing. For example, “Write the name of 

each state on the map” was easier for my students to understand than “Label each state on 

the map.”

One authentic assessment I did incorporate into my social studies curriculum was 

a project on the groups in the United States. For this project the students had to create a 

poster-collage to represent the five groups of people we had been studying: Native 

Americans, Spanish, Europeans, Africans, and the Asians. To create their poster they 

needed to think of an artifact to represent each group and draw it on their paper and label 

it. Once they had created their poster, they had to complete a checklist. First, they had to 

complete a checklist with statements about the features of their collage. Next, they had to 

complete a table. The table listed the five groups we had been studying and the students 

had to fill in what artifact they chose to represent that group and tell why they chose it.

On the other side, they had to grade themselves and tell why they deserved that grade.

The last thing they had to do was grade the other members in their group and explain why 

they were giving them that grade. On Emil’s checklist, he only completed one collage 

piece, and his grade (He did not grade the other students in his group). The collage piece 

he created was for the Native Americans. He drew an instrument. He chose the artifact 

because, “I like the beat.” He gave himself a “B” for a grade, because “I am not working
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so well.” Emil probably had the most in common with this group. It was the group that 

that had the most similarities to his culture.

Indigenous Knowledge

Emil has numerous skills and interests that often go unrecognized in the 

classroom. First, Emil is an avid hunter. His journal is filled with entries about hunting 

for ducks, moose, and other animals. In May (2009), he wrote a series of entries about 

duck hunting.

Entry 1: I want to go hunt douck by bot I Like douck hunt mabe we caut 12 duck 

ok bye i like

Entry 2: on Friday dad and I well go hunt it well be my dad, me [Ken], ok, ok 

Entry 3: I Love hunting I go dak hunting we always go store first than go get hata 

mabe me, my dad [brother], [Ken], and [Tom] gun 20 g, 12 g, 20 and 410. That 

it.

In addition, he also writes about packing water, collecting wood, and fishing. Hunting, 

fishing, packing water, and collecting wood are all skills he needs to survive in the 

village he lives in. Hunting and fishing are the primary food sources. There is no 

running water in the houses so it must be packed from the river or collected from rainfall. 

Hunting, fishing, and collecting wood often take the individuals further away from the 

village. Thus, they must be skilled in finding their way across the vast tundra without 

getting lost.

In addition to these survival skills, Emil is also a gifted Yup’ik dancer. As a fifth 

grader, he was selected to travel with the high school students to a nearby village for a
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dance and cultural festival. There were only two elementary students selected to go. In 

addition, our class voted to Yup’ik dance for the annual Christmas program. Emil was a 

leader in teaching the other students the dances. He had learned the dances a couple of 

years earlier when he spent his time after school attending the high school Yup’ik dance 

class.
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Participant #2: Lorentz 

Reading

Lorentz has a positive view towards reading and has confidence in his own 

abilities as a reader. Table 13, on this page displays his answers on a reading attitude 

survey.

Table 13: Lorentz's Reading Attitude Survey Responses

Not at All A Little Some A Lot A Whole Lot
Reading is 
boring.

I enjoy reading 
poetry.

I have trouble 
understanding 
what I read.

It’s fun to read 
at home.

I like to draw.

I like to read 
stories.

I like to read 
stories I have 
written.

I think I am a 
good reader.

How often do 
you read at 
home?

I like to read in 
my spare time.

Lorentz indicates that he likes to read at school and in his spare time. In addition, 

he thinks reading is fun. He thinks he’s a good reader, and he rarely has trouble 

understanding what he has read.



My classroom observations of Lorentz’s reading indicate that he is reading below 

grade level. Often, I would observe him reading books at second to third grade levels. 

When the texts were at the appropriate reading level for him, he read fluently with 

expression. Though he was able to recall direct information in the text, he had more 

difficulty with higher order questions connected to the text. For example, questions like, 

“How do you know...?” or “Why do you think...?”

Lorentz qualified for the Reading Rocks parties almost every month by setting a 

goal of reading a certain number of pages each month and then meeting that goal by 

reading that number of pages.

In addition, Lorentz was in my SRA reading group. This past year our elementary 

classes, grades 3-5, implemented forty-five minutes of SRA at the end of the day to help 

improve reading skills. The lesson was very scripted. It included group word work, 

reading, and a skills page in a workbook. Lorentz always read fluently with expression. 

Most of the time, he was able to answer the questions that were asked, especially if they 

were comprehension questions taken directly from the text.

During silent reading time, Lorentz did his best reading when he was sitting by 

himself away from other students. When he was in close proximity to other readers, he 

would get distracted and want to talk to them or vice versa.

Writing

Lorentz has a positive view of writing. On his writing attitude survey, he 

indicated that he likes to write stories, it’s easy for him to write stories, and writing helps 

him in school. Even though he has a positive view of writing, he lacks confidence in his
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own abilities as a writer. On the same writing attitude survey, he indicated he didn’t view 

himself as a good writer and he does not like to share his writing with others. I think this 

view of writing and his own abilities as a writer is reflected in his journal entries. There 

are several journal entries missing from Lorentz’s writing. In addition, many of the 

entries he did write were very short. He did his best writing when he was able to choose 

the topic he wanted to write about instead of writing to a teacher assigned writing prompt. 

For example, on 12/17/08, the prompt was, “Tell me the title of the book you are reading, 

and what the book is about.” He responded, “I read a book about Berenstain Bears and 

the truth. My favorite part is whene sister and brother bear tells a lie.” In October (2008) 

he wrote, “Once upon a time there was lot’s and lot’s of caribou. Me and [Ken] went 

caribou hunting. [Ken] caught three caribou and I five. We cut them up. I gave one to 

my grandma. We lived happily ever after.” The first entry sounds forced. The second 

entry is more story-like. It is more fluent.

On his district writing assessment, Lorentz received 2s, 3s, and 4s. His highest 

scores were in ideas, voice, word choice, and sentence fluency. He received one 3 and 

one 4 in each of these categories. His lowest scores were in organization and 

conventions. He received one 3 and one 2.

Ideas & Content

Lorentz wrote several entries in his journal. Although he has not written for a 

variety of purposes, he does write about a variety of topics. Within this variety, most of 

these entries are about topics that he has had direct experience with and are culturally 

relevant. The topics of his entries include: new sno-go, hunting, berry picking, fishing,



friends, traveling for school sports, Slaviaq, basketball, hunting (birds, moose, caribou, 

beaver, etc.), being sick, books he has read, and personal interests.

Entry #1: I can’t what till school is done cause me and [Kirk] might go ice 

fishing. (Student Journal, Winter, 2008-2009)

Entry #2: traveling is cool because we can rollercoaster in the air. I migh travel 

to Qwenarac. I hope I do cause it well be so fun. (Fall, 2008)

Entry #3: Once upon a time there was a boy named [Calvin], He was a wwe 

freak and on tim he tried to join wwe and he did and he had a match agenced 

undertaker he was so scared he said he quit and undertaker beated him up forever 

and him and undertaker lived happily ever after. The end. (Student Journal, 

Winter 2008-2009)

Organization

Lorentz is able to order his writing so that it is presented in a logical fashion. 

Generally, the main idea can be identified, but the amount of supporting details varies 

from entry to entry. The following entries show Lorentz’s organization:

Entry #1: Free Write

today I ant’ feeling good because my arm is sore and when I kolf my throt well 

sting. I want to go home but I don’t want to miss work (Student Journal,

11/19/08).

Entry #2: Response to a picture prompt.

I will be in the field cutting hay and putting it in the oxcart. Then next I will put 

the hay what where falling out the cart. After that I went to go get milk from the
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cow (Student Journal, 11/24/08).

Entry #3: I know how to cut fish, swim, play basketball and hunt. And I like to 

fish a little and manaq when it’s winer. I like outdoors and indoors. I like indoors 

a little and outdoors I like a lot (Student Journal, 5/4/09).

In each of these entries the reader is able to read through them without losing the 

meaning of what he is trying to say.

Voice

Lorentz has written many entries about himself and the things l%has done or 

would like to do. In these entries the voice is present, but it lacks enthusiasm and 

interest. Often, he describes or recalls events and uses words that are general.

Word Choice

Overall, Lorentz chooses and incorporates familiar words. Most of the time the 

words are used appropriately. On his district writing assessment, Lorentz scored one 4 

and one 3 in voice. The prompt he was responding to was, “Write about something you 

like to do.” He wrote,

I like to go ice fishing because we well catch lots of fish. We well keep putting 

bate on. We can put lots of sticks to catch lots of fish. We catch pike so we can 

eat them. Me and my dad like to go ice fishing. I was to go ice fishing at [Birch 

Hill Point]. We have to bring a ice stick to make a hole and lots of bate and 

manaq sticks so we can catch lots of fish (Student Journal, September 2008]

He used words to help tell what he liked to do and the intended message was conveyed.
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Sentence Fluency

The sentences Lorentz use flow. Generally, the sentences can be read without 

having to stop and begin again. The length of sentences he uses is relatively the same.

Conventions

Lorentz is still mastering conventions. One noticeable feature of his writing is the 

way he writes his letters. He does not write them following the conventional form. 

Usually he begins his letters at the bottom of the page and works up (See Appendix E). 

There are several conventions that Lorentz can use correctly. He remembers to begin 

sentences with a capital letter and to put a punctuation mark at the end. In addition, he 

knows to capitalize the names of people and some holidays, the names of places (Mt. St. 

Helens, Anchorage, etc). He also punctuates contractions appropriately, but he has 

overgeneralized this rule and applied it to plural nouns. The following examples show 

some of the overgeneralizations Lorentz has made regarding the apostrophe s.

Entry #1: On thanksgiving, I ate lot’s of food and I saw my family there (Student 

Journal, November 2008).

Entry #2: On Valentine’s Day everthing will be heart’s. It will be fun on 

Valentine’s day and well give card’s to every one in our class (Student Journal, 

February 2009).

Entry #3: Remind student’s to be quiet and listen to the teacher’s (Student 

Journal, Fall 2008).

As far as spelling goes, generally Lorentz spells words correctly or close enough 

to the actual spelling that it does not interfere with the reading, yet he is not incorporating
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grade level vocabulary into his writing.

Math

Lorentz has positive views towards mathematics and confidence in his own 

mathematical abilities. On the first student self report card, Lorentz indicated that math 

was his favorite subject because “we can learn plus and times.” On the same self report 

card he said math was his favorite subject. On the second self report card he gave 

himself the grade of “S” in math, which is the highest grade and he identified math as a 

subject he liked.

Although Lorentz liked math, I do not think it always came easily for him. Each 

day all of the students were given eight warm-up problems, and they were given 15-20 

minutes to solve them. If Lorentz got stuck on a problem, he would stop working instead 

of skipping that problem and moving to another one. In addition, a few times this year he 

missed three or four consecutive math assignments. The first time this happened, I 

assumed he had misplaced the assignments, but he had actually had them in his pocket.

He had been taking them home and getting help from his parents. As he completed the 

work, he would bring the finished work to school and hand it in. In addition, Lorentz was 

still memorizing the basic addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division facts. One 

strategy he used to solve problems involving computation was to count on his fingers. If 

he was given enough “wait time” he could figure out the correct answer.

Like many of the students in my class, the language of mathematics was challenging for 

Lorentz. Sometimes the way problems were worded was tricky. He thought the 

questions were asking him to do one thing, but it was really asking him to do something
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else. Also, providing a written response to a mathematical problem was difficult. Table 

14 shows his responses to the prompt, “Look at the graph. Tell me the purpose of the 

graph and describe the information in it in detail.” The first one was completed as a 

class. The second response was completed with assistance from his peers and teacher. 

The last one was completed independently.

Table 14: Lorentz's Written Description of a Bar Graph

Class (Modeled) Independent (Guided) Independent (No Help)

The graph is a bar graph. 

This graph shows us the 

number of books students 

read. Sally read the most 

books. Sally read 8 books. 

Lori read the least number 

of books. She read 3 books. 

John read less books than 

Sally. He read 5 books, 

(math paper, 2008)

The bar graph goes to least 

to greatest. The bar graph 

shows maximum speeds of 

animals.

There are more Birds than 

Reptiles. Dogs and cats are 

the same amount.

Science

I spent the least amount of instructional time teaching science. The demands for 

proficiency in reading, writing, and math took precedent over other academic courses. In 

addition, it took me a few months to find all the components to the curriculum and 

implement the first unit. At the beginning of the year, I was teaching from a list of



vocabulary words. Eventually, I discovered the Foss Kits (investigations) and the 

accompanying materials such as the science storybooks. As a result, I did not administer 

a lot of authentic assessments in science.

Social Studies

The social studies curriculum presented a challenge to most of my students. The 

content of the curriculum was not familiar to my students. The curriculum covered the 

regions of the United States. Most of my students have not traveled outside of Alaska. 

The only city my students have been in is Bethel or Anchorage. This made it difficult for 

them to connect to the other regions of the United States. In addition, most of my 

students do not read at the 5 th grade reading level. As a result, the information presented 

in the book was hard for them to read and understand.

I do not think Lorentz has traveled outside of Alaska, but he has lived in other 

communities within Alaska. The challenge of the text was evident the first time I tried to 

assign a reading from it. My students were working in small groups, and I asked them to 

finish reading two pages in the social studies text. Most of my students were done within 

a couple of minutes, and only my top readers were still reading. This was a sign that the 

information in the text and how it was presented was not an effective strategy for my 

students. Some of the chapters were accompanied by a cd recording of the chapter. 

Although this was helpful, the reader on the cd read too fast and my students had a 

difficult time following along and often would frequently lose their place.

Lorentz participated in most of the social studies activities, but the amount of 

participation he had varied. If we were reading from the text, he would volunteer to read,
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but would not always follow along as others read. If we discussed information in the 

text, he would volunteer answers occasionally, but other times he would not. On 

independent or small group activities completed in class or in their interactive student 

notebook, he would participate, but not always finish the work.

One authentic assessment I had the students complete was a checklist. First, the 

students were given a project. In groups, the students had to think of one artifact for each 

group of people we had been studying: Native Americans, Spanish Americans, 

Europeans, African Americans, and Asian Americans. They had used these artifacts to 

make a collage. Once their collage was completed, they had to complete a checklist. The 

first questions on the checklist were directly related to the collage, and served as a 

reminder to students of the components that were necessary for the collage. On the next 

part, the students had to identify the artifact they chose for each group and tell why they 

chose it. In the third part, the students had to give themselves and their partner a grade 

and explain why they deserve that grade. Table 15 displays Lorentz’s responses.
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Table 15: Lorentz's Social Studies Artifact Checklist Responses

Name of group Artifact Why I chose this artifact

Native Americans Land bridge Because I liked the artifact

Spanish Mission
I never seen a church like 

that

Europeans Freedom
My first time seeing 

freedom

African Americans Drum I liked the instrument

Asian Americans Dollar
I like money because so I 

can bye stuff
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It is clear from his responses, that he only has a partial understanding of what an 

artifact is. In the cases where he chose an artifact, the reason why he chose the artifact is 

often explains the connections he made with the artifacts. For example, he chose a land 

bridge to represent the Native Americans because he liked that artifact, but he did not tell 

why that artifact was an appropriate artifact choice for Native Americans.

Indigenous Knowledge

Lorentz possesses a wealth of Indigenous knowledge. In his writing journal, he 

writes about or refers to many of the subsistence activities and cultural celebrations he 

participates in including: hunting, berry picky, fishing, and Slaviaq. He is an avid hunter 

and fisherman. In several entries, he mentions the game he hunts: caribou, moose, birds, 

beaver, and fish. In October he wrote the following entries:

Entry #1: We went berrie picking at tundra. I caught 1 swan and 3 ducks. I 

caught them with my 20 guage. We stopped at curs. I had fun berrie picking. 

Entry #2: I like to fish with my dad. We always catch lots of fish. It is fun when 

we go set net up. We go fishing often.

Participant #3: Selma

Reading

Selma is struggling reader. According to her reading attitude survey, she does not 

have an enthusiasm for reading and she views herself only as an okay reader. She 

responded that she likes reading stories and thinks she’s a good reader some of the time.



She also said she almost always understands what she is reading. In addition, she only 

enjoys reading a little. She likes to read in her spare time a little. The only thing she 

indicated she liked about reading was talking about what she read. Table 16 on page 88 

displays this data.
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Table 16: Selma's Reading Attitude Survey Responses

Not at All A Little Some A Lot A Whole Lot

I have trouble I like to draw. I like reading I enjoy talking [none]

understanding Reading is stories. about what I

what I read. boring. I like reading at read.

It’s fun to read I like to read in school.

at home. my spare time. I think I’m a

I wish I had I enjoy reading good reader.

more time to poetry.

read at school. Reading is fun.

How often do I like to read

you read at stories I have

home? written.

I like to read.

In class, there were several observations I made about Selma that help illustrate a 

picture of who she is as a reader. First, her independent reading level is below grade 

level. On a reading attitude survey she was asked, “what kinds of things do you read?” 

(types, topics, or titles), and she responded “I like to read all kind of Book but not hard 

kind of book.” In other words she enjoys reading books from different genres as long as 

they are at her independent reading level and not too hard. Generally, I would observe



Helena reading picture books at the 1- and 2- grade level. In SRA, she was in the lowest 

group in our class. SRA is a reading intervention program that our school has 

implemented in grades 3-5 (next year it will be 3-6). The SRA program we are using 

focusing on decoding, although there is also comprehension and retelling activities. 

Despite her low reading level, she did not appear to mind reading. She read regularly and 

took Accelerated Reader (AR) quizzes on a regular basis. At least half the time, she met 

her reading goals each month and qualified for the “Reading Rocks” party. To meet her 

reading goal, she had to read so many pages and earn so many points by taking AR 

quizzes. Often, after school she would tell me about the books she had been reading at 

home. It was through these conversations, I learned that she really liked reading books 

that had humorous parts. Those were the parts she most often shared.

When she read out loud, the first thing an individual would notice about Selma’s 

reading is her fluency. Usually, when she reads, especially if it is the first time, her 

words are long and drawn out. She reads as though she is sounding out every word letter 

by letter, but she blends the letter sounds together so it sounds like a word. As a listener, 

it was hard to follow along. Despite this, she often volunteered to read out loud.

Writing

Selma appears to have positive views towards writing in general, but is not 

confident in her abilities as a writer. On a writing attitude survey, she indicated that she 

likes to write at home a lot and that writing helps her in school. On a self report card, she 

stated, “Writing is good to help us read or learn.” In these statements, she acknowledges 

that writing plays an important role in the school environment. On the same writing
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attitude survey, she revealed her view of herself as a writer. She stated that she does not 

like writing stories, she does not like writing to a friend, or sharing her writing with 

others. In addition, she only thinks she is a good writer some of the time, and that writing 

stories is only a little easy for her.

Our district uses the 6 traits to assess writing. Thus, I am using these traits to 

describe my student’s actual writing abilities.

Ideas

Selma is a responsible student and wrote in her journal almost every day just like 

she was supposed to. In March, she purchased a new journal and began writing in it after 

her old journal started to fall apart. Unfortunately, she took that journal home and we 

could not find it. Therefore, the number of actual entries I collected from Selma is 

significantly less than the other participants.

During journal writing time, Selma chose to write about things she had done or 

was going to do. If she was given a prompt, she would respond to it. There was not a 

noticeable difference in the amount she wrote according to what type of entry she was 

writing: free (student choice) or teacher assigned. Sometimes, I think she did not have 

enough time to write. There are entries that she started that were only one sentence. The 

way she wrote them gave the impression that she had more to write. Perhaps, it took her 

awhile to brainstorm and organize her ideas? For example, Selma wrote the following 

entries:

Entry #1: Why do we have Aprial Fool an Aprial? (Student Journal, April 2009) 

Entry #2: On time I had this strange dream I dreamed (Student Journal, April 2009)
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In these entries, the first sentence catches the reader’s interest. In the first entry, it seems 

like she was going to go on and explain why she thought we had April Fool’s Day in 

April. In the second entry, she catches our interest by using the word “strange.” As a 

reader, I expected her to tell us about the strange dream she had, but she doesn’t.

On the district writing assessment, both raters gave her a four in ideas which is 

considered proficient.

Organization

As far as organization goes, Selma is able to compose a piece of writing that is 

written in a logical order. The structure of her writing enables the reader to read through 

it from beginning to end. There is a beginning, middle, and end, although these parts are 

not always strongly developed. For example,

“I went [mountains] with my father and my brother we went walking at the 

[mountains] for moss or some kind of animal and I seen one I whisler “dad I see 

one” and He said “what” I said “I see one” My brother said “where” I said “right 

there” then my dad shoted. (Student journal, March 2009)

In this entry, the beginning sets the scene. She told us where she was, who she was with, 

and what they were doing. Next, she provided details about what happened while they 

were there. Finally, she explained what happened in the end. There was a good flow, 

although I think the ending could have been a little longer. On her district writing 

assessment, both raters gave her a 4 in organization, a proficient sore.
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Voice

In Selma’s writing there is a sense that she is writing for an audience. In the 

entry, shared above Selma uses quotes to help tell the story. By using the quotes, it helps 

the reader become part of the story because it’s as if they are there watching it take place. 

On her district writing assessment, Selma received one 4 and one 3 on voice. She wrote 

the following entry to the prompt, “Write about something you love to do.”

“I Love to go mushing with my frinds to go uptown and downtown. At Kwetluk I 

never go mushing for along it was fun when the Dog pushed me, [Olivia],

[Gretta], [Josiah], [Katie], and [Debra] to uptown to downtown. And go see some 

frinds at uptown. [District Writing Assessment, September, 2008]

Word Choice

Selma uses primarily high frequency words in her writing. The words she 

chooses are functional, and do not “surprise” the reader. The language is predictable. In 

some entries, like the one about the trip to the mountains, the words she uses help the 

reader recreate the situation she is talking about. However, in other entries, the words 

used are plain, and uninteresting. In March, she wrote the following response to a picture 

prompt, “Look at the picture. Tell a story about what is happening.”

I am a girl I am at New York I see kids playing soccer and I see people having 

picnick and I see big houses. The soccer ball fell in the water (Student Journal, 

Spring 2009).

This response is very direct. The reader does not get a sense that the author wrote it to be



read.

Sentence Fluency

In general, the length of Selma’s sentences is standard. Some examples are:

I am getting a new glasses. (March, 2009)

I had it for lunch and save some for later (March 2009)

My mom got me brown glasses (March 2009)

Once upon a time there was a little boy named [Charlie] (April, 2009)

I hope it floods so I can go Akula (May 2009)

Although the sentences are similar in length, most of the time the reader can read the 

entries without slowing down or needing to stop and reread.

Conventions

Selma is still not consistent in her use of basic conventions. Sometimes she will 

capitalize the first letter of a sentence and sometimes she won’t. There is evidence in her 

writing that she knows that certain words should be capitalized, but she is still figuring 

out exactly which ones. For example, she capitalizes the names of people and places, but 

occasionally she’ll also capitalize common nouns such as brother, sister, me, and mom. 

Generally, the words she is capitalizing incorrectly are words are pronouns like me, he, 

she, and we; or they are words that are used in place of a persons name like brother, 

sister, mom, dad, aunt, or uncle. Her decisions to capitalize these words are connected to 

her culture. Within this community, it is not uncommon for individuals to be called 

“Brother” or “Sister” by most individuals in the community. They are not using the term
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as a common noun to refer to one’s own brother or sister, but they are using it as a proper 

name.

Math

Selma is a strong math student. Often, she would be one of the most accurate 

workers in regards to mathematical calculations. There were several times, she would 

have the highest score on a math assignment. Although she did not have all of her basic 

facts memorized, she was able to perform calculations accurately. In math, if Selma did 

not know how to solve a problem, she would ask the teacher or the classroom aide for 

help. She would continue to seek assistance until she was confident she could complete it 

on her own.

Math is Selma’s favorite subject. On a self report card, she was asked, “What is 

your favorite subject? Why?” She responded, “Math is fun it help us learn raidawy.” 

Selma likes math.

Like other students, sometimes the language of mathematics presented challenges 

to Selma. As an English language learner, Selma sometimes the wording of the problem 

was difficult or she had trouble expressing her response in writing. In addition, her 

reading and writing skills were not at grade level, so sometimes she had difficulty 

expressing herself in writing. Table 17 displays her responses on the graphing activity.
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Table 17: Selma's Written Description of a Bar Graph

Modeled Guided Independent

The graph is a bar graph. 

This graph shows us the 

number of books students 

read. Sally read the most 

books. Sally read 8 books. 

Lori read the least number 

of books. She read 3 books. 

John read less books than 

Sally. He read 5 books, 

(math paper, 2008)

The graph is a bar graph. It 

shows us number of 

students favorite sea 

mammal students like 

Dolphins the most seals, 

less student like the seals

It’s a pie graph animals, 

birds, cats, bogs, and 

reptiles birds have the most.

Selma did a great job of writing a response when writing it together or having the 

option to get assistance. However, her final response that was conducted independently 

is rough. She identifies the graph and the animals in the graph, but she doesn’t really 

provide any clear details about the graph. At the end, she makes an attempt to tell us that 

birds have the most. She’s on the right track with her explanation, but she may not have 

expressed everything she could have about the graph because it was difficult for her to 

express her thoughts in writing. Perhaps she would have been more successful providing 

her response through dialogue.
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Science

I spent the least amount of instructional time teaching science. The demands for 

proficiency in reading, writing, and math took precedent over other academic courses. In 

addition, it took me a few months to find all the components to the curriculum and 

implement the first unit. At the beginning of the year, I was teaching from a list of 

vocabulary words. Eventually, I discovered the Foss Kits (investigations) and the 

accompanying materials such as the science storybooks. As a result, I did not administer 

a lot of authentic assessments in science.

Social Studies

The content of the social studies curriculum and the reading level of the texts 

presented the greatest challenges to Selma. Selma reads below grade level. The non

fiction text of the social studies book presents an even greater challenge because there is 

more vocabulary and more information. In addition, the topic of the social studies 

curriculum was the regions of the United States. Like many of my other students, Selma 

has not traveled extensively. Her travel is restricted to the southwest region of Alaska. It 

was challenging for her to make connections to what she was reading. For example, the 

curriculum for the Midwest region, discussed the history of farming in that area. Most of 

my students have never been to a farm. Thus, much of the machinery and tools are new 

to them. It’s all vocabulary. Then, the ways in which the tools have changed throughout 

the years and their uses today is all new information. It would be more helpful for my 

students to be able to see these things, explore them up close, and see how they are used,



instead of just reading about it.

Indigenous Knowledge

Selma is a care taker. She can often be observed making sure their is peace and 

harmony in the environment. If someone is hurt, she tries to help. If someone has a 

question, she tries to answer it. If something needs to be completed, she volunteers to 

help get it done.

In addition to being a skilled nurturer, she also mentions other cultural knowledge 

she possesses in her journal such as dog mushing and activities at fish camp.

Participant #4: Mabel

Reading

Mabel is an avid reader who views it as an academic strength. Her view towards 

reading is positive, and her perception of herself as a reader is strong. Evidence of this is 

found in many of the authentic assessments that were conducted. First, on a reading 

attitude survey she responded the following way. Her responses are displayed in Table 

18 on page 98.
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Table 18: Mabel's Reading Attitude Survey Responses

Not at All A Little Some A Lot A Whole Lot

Reading is 

boring.

I like to read 

stories I have 

written.

I enjoy reading 

poetry.

I wish I had 

more time to 

read at school.

I like reading 

stories.

I like to read in 

my spare time. 

I have trouble 

understanding 

what I read.

I enjoy talking 

about what I 

read.

How often do 

you read at 

home?

I like reading at 

school.

It’s fun to read 

at home. 

Reading is fun.

I think I’m a 

good reader.

I like to read.

According to this survey, Mabel really likes to read at home and at school. She also 

thinks she is a good reader. She indicates that she likes to read stories, talk about what 

she reads, and read in her spare time. Her view towards reading and her perception of 

herself as a reader is also supported in her writing journal. In her journal, she has several 

entries that discuss the book she has been reading or the time she has spent reading. 

Although some of these entries were assigned, others were written on her own. In 

November, she wrote the following summary of what she had read:

Ramona Quimby, age 8

Ramona was happy to go third grade but she saw that her family won’t be with



her in school because her parents work full time as teachers and her sister Beesus 

(real name Beatrice) is going to Junior High (Student Journal, November 18,

2008).

In February she was reading another book about Ramona and wrote the following 

summary:

“The book I’ve read is Ramona Forever. Ramona feels bad about going back to 

Mrs Kemp’s house because she knows she doesn’t like her. now She has a plan. 

Her plan is to let her sister to baby sit her while her parents go work, now I’m on 

the part where she falls off her friends Howie’s bike I wonder what will happen 

(February 2, 2009).”

Her enjoyment of reading was also evident in the classroom. Often, before and after 

school she would talk about the books she had finished reading or was currently reading. 

During the school day when she finished her assignments in class she would read a book 

silently at her desk.

In addition, she chose to respond to the following writing prompt on her district 

writing assessment, “Write about something you love to do.” Her response was,

“I love to read books because it’s the same as watching television but your 

reading. I mostly like reading chapter books because they last for a week or days.

I like reading books at home or even in class. When I read and if it’s interesting I 

read it till the end, even though I don’t feel like reading” (Fall, 2008).

These examples make it clear that Mabel is an avid reader who really enjoys reading.

Every month my class would have a “Reading Rocks” party. At the beginning of
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the month each student would set a reading goal to read so many pages during the month. 

Then, each student was given a reading log. They would fill in the date, title of the book, 

author of the book, and the number of pages read. At the end of the month if they had 

met their reading goals, they were invited to the school to play Rock Band and have 

snacks. Mabel was one of two students who met her reading goal every month. In every 

month, except the first one, she read at least five hundred pages.

Mabel enjoys reading fiction chapter books that are in a series. On her reading 

attitude survey, she indicated that she liked to read the following books: The Magic Tree 

House, Junie B. Jones, R.L. Stine, The Hardy Boys, Nancy Drew, Mostly Ghostly, and 

Goosebumps. I often observed her reading R.L. Stine or Nancy Drew books in the 

classroom. She took Accelerated Reader (AR) quizzes on all of the AR books. An AR 

quizz is computer-based comprehension quiz over a library book. She often passed these 

quizzes by answering eighty percent or more of the questions correctly. From the list she 

mentioned and the observations I made, I know that the genres of books she reads from is 

limited. She primarily reads fiction or mystery books.

Mabel’s ability to read and enthusiasm for reading has had a positive impact on 

the other academic subject areas as well. She is able to read and understand the 

textbooks that are used for science and social studies, better than most of her peers.

Writing

Mabel’s writing profile is complex. Her own view of her abilities as a writer, her 

views towards writing in general, and her actual writing samples, paint a somewhat 

contradictory picture of who she is as a writer.
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On a self report card, Mabel indicated that writing was the best subject. She 

explained her choice by writing, “because we do Spelling, Grammer, [Daily Oral 

Language] Define, and Journal.” On a writing attitude survey she indicated that she 

thinks writing helps her in school a lot and she enjoys writing to friends a lot. Also, her 

journal is filled with entries. The students were given time to write in their journals daily. 

Most of the time they were allowed to write about whatever they wanted or they were 

asked to respond to a teacher created prompt. It was uncharacteristic for her not to write 

in her journal everyday or respond to every prompt. This evidence suggests that she has 

a positive view towards writing. However, her view of her abilities as a writer is not 

quite as clear. On the same writing attitude survey, she indicated that writing stories is 

not easy for her and that she only thinks she is a good reader some of the time. These 

self-reflections indicate that she is not confident in her abilities as a writer, but in her 

journal, there are comments written by her that indicate she has confidence in herself as a 

writer. For example, I had written a comment that read, “Nice work,[Mabel].” When I 

looked at her journal the following week, she had changed the comment so it now read, 

“Your nice, and good work, [Mabel], great job.” On another occasion she wrote, “That’s 

a really cool story,” next to the journal entry she had written. In addition, on a self report 

card she gave herself a “S” in writing. “S” for satisfactory is the highest grade they could 

assign themselves. This evidence indicates that she has a positive view of her own 

abilities as a writer. Taking all of this into consideration, I would conclude that she has a 

positive view towards writing in general, but is unsure of her abilities as a writer. In 

other words, she has a positive view towards writing. Her writing makes sense and can



be understood, but she indicated that she has difficulty writing and she only views herself 

as a writer some of the time.

Six Traits

As far as writing goes, Mabel appears to be a well-balanced writer in each of the 

six traits. On the district writing assessment (see response above), she received “3s” and 

“4s” in all of the writing trait categories from both raters. Her strongest trait was voice. 

Both raters gave her a four, which is considered a proficient score. The lowest scores she 

received were threes in organization and sentence fluency. She received one three and 

one four in each of the other traits: ideas, word choice, and conventions.

Ideas

Mabel writes about many different topics and she writes for a variety of purposes. 

Her journal is filled with entries that include narratives, fictional stories, descriptions, and 

responses to teacher created prompts. The following journal entries represent the 

numerous topics she wrote about.

Entry #1 (8/21/08): A narrative about going sledding with friends 

One day [Muriel], [Kim], and I were sliding at Berch Hill. We were using one 

small sled because [Tom], [Michael], and [Carl] were using there own sleds.

[Kim] only had one so we sisided to use it with all of us girls. So [Muriel], me, 

and [Kim], picked a place to slide it was a Jumpy slide. Than [Muriel] picked a 

slide It was a long none jumpy slide but we crashed but we were laghing. But 

when I picked a spot it was really Jump spot Just like where [Kim] picked a spot
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but not worse. But whn we got hungary we went home and at our homes.”

Entry #2 (10/24/08): An informational piece about Kwethluk, Alaska 

Alaska is a wonderful place, but when it’s winter it’s really cold. And in the 

summer it’s really fun playing basketball at the basketball court and you could 

swim any time you want.

Entry #3 (3/6/09): A response to a teacher created prompt. On the first day the 

students were asked to choose one letter of the alphabet and brainstorm a list of 

words that began with that letter. The next day they wrote sentences using as 

many of those words as they could. On the third day, they wrote a story using as 

many of those words or sentences that they could. Mabel chose the letter “A,” 

and these are some of the sentences she wrote on the second day.

“Alice is a Alligator and likes eating arms. Anna ate apples almost all 

year. Awesome students have a good aditude. [Allen] is always angry.

' [Aaron] always talk about Army.”

Mabel’s ideas for writing are interesting and she always includes information to support 

her responses. Her journal entries always include multiple sentences, never just one or 

two.

Organization

Mabel’s writing is always organized, and it is easy for the reader to follow along 

in her writing. A good example of her ability to organize her ideas and present them in a 

logical format to tell as story is evident in the following entry:
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“The best day of my LIFE!!!”

The best day of my life was when I went Anchorage, AK. When my mother told 

me that I was going I was speechless. So I went in my bedroom and took a 

suitcase and packed my sweater with pants and shirts. When I was doen my 

mother maid steem so when I steemed we got ready we droupt off [Kerry] at my 

upa’s house. Then, we went won to Bethel. [Jake], my mom and I went o my 

cousin [Emily’s] house and we slept their I couldn’t go sleep so I just closed my 

eye’s then I fell a sleep. When I woke up I watched teleision and waited until my 

mom and brother work up. When we got drested we went to the airport and went 

to Ancorage. When we watched people play then a couple of dya layter we went 

back to Bethel, then [home].

Mabel retells this story in the way that it occurred. She begins with her mother telling her 

she was going to Anchorage, and then she follows it with getting ready to go to 

Anchorage, going to Anchorage, and returning home. As far as organization goes, she 

could improve by retelling the event if she incorporated more order words, instead of 

“then” and “when.”

Voice

The entry above also demonstrates Mabel’s voice as a writer. The first two 

sentences, “The best day of my life was when I went Anchorage, AK. When my mother 

told me that I was going I was speechless.” As the reader, one is able to hear the surprise 

in her voice when she finds out she is going to Anchorage. In another entry, she writes
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“I like candy because they make my teeth rowten. I was just kidding I like cand because 

it taestes dilisous and once and a while I need candy, and when I go Halloween I mght eat 

a lot fo candy and get stomachach.” In this entry she is effective in getting the reader to 

sense her “joking” nature, and to understand that this is an entertaining piece.

Word Choice

Mabel is successful at choosing words that make her writing interesting to the 

reader. Although she does not incorporate a large amount of surprising words, the way 

she uses her chosen words is effective. Some of the entries that have already been shared 

demonstrate her ability to do this.

Sentence Fluency

Mabel’s writing flows and has a good rhythm. I believe her strengths in the other 

writing traits help her maintain good sentence fluency. First, she has many ideas and 

always writes multiple sentences on a topic. Next, she also has a strong voice that makes 

her writing interesting to her readers. Finally, her conventions are fairly strong. She is a 

strong speller and uses the mechanics of writing effectively. Thus, the reader does not 

have to stop and reread to try and get the meaning.

Conventions

Overall, Mabel’s correct usage of conventions is strong. She has strong spelling 

skills in comparison to her peers. The spelling errors in her writing are inconsistent. The 

words she misspells and the ways she misspells them does not generally affect the overall 

ability for the reader to understand what she is writing. Often, if she is really unsure of
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how to spell a word she will ask a classmate or a teacher. In addition, she demonstrates a 

strong control over punctuation and capitalization. Generally, she begins her sentences 

with a capital letter. She capitalizes proper nouns such as the names of people, places, 

days of the week, and holidays. In her journal there are entries that demonstrate her 

ability to use end punctuation, quotation marks, and apostrophes appropriately. An area 

of focus for Mabel would be to limit her use of run-on sentences. I think this would 

increase the quality of the other writing traits as well. The following entry helps explain 

what I mean. This entry was written in response to a picture prompt. The picture was 

taken from a magazine. It was an actual photograph that showed a hippopotamus 

walking with a bird on it’s back.

One day I woke up and I was a hippos and my friend David was a bird I asked 

him what was he doing on my back he said, “Hi what are you?” I said “IDK what 

do you think I am” he answered “I think you’re a Hippo!” So I said “I’m a Hippo 

how could I be one I’m a l l  year old girl who is in 5* grade I need to turn into a 

young Girl. So he said I know a witch who can turn us back to normal so we 

went to the witches house and she looked just like [Samantha] but with blonde 

hair. So I told her what happened ans she said O man and a women did the same 

thing and they got married. When she said that I got scard and told her to change 

us back but she said she can’t only me and David can change us back.

In this entry, her idea is original. Instead of just describing what she saw in the picture, 

she created a story and used the animals shown in the picture as her main characters. The 

voice of her writing was strong. She told the story from her perspective as one of the
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characters, a hippopotamus. The dialogue and details she provided helps give us a sense 

of who the author behind the words is. The writing holds the readers attention and keeps 

them reading. She attempts to use punctuation including capitalizing the first word in a 

sentence, using end punctuation, and quotation marks, but there are numerous run-on 

sentences.

Mathematics

Mabel enjoys mathematics and is confident in her abilities as a math student. On 

a self report card, she indicated that math was her favorite subject because “it is easy a 

lot” and she gave herself the grade of “S.” This is the highest grade she could assign 

herself.

She excels at computation. She had most of the basic facts for addition, 

subtraction, multiplication, and division memorized from 0-12. On problems that were 

not computational (using numbers), she relied on her reading and writing abilities to help 

her understand the question being asked and respond appropriately.

One of the assessments we completed was a graph activity. On this activity the 

students were shown a graph and asked to “Look at the graph. Tell me the purpose of the 

graph and describe the information in it in detail.” The first time we did this activity, I 

asked questions and all of the students helped construct the response as a class (modeled). 

The next time we did this activity, the students were given a picture of a graph and were 

asked the same question. This time, they each had to write a response, but they were 

allowed to work cooperatively with their peers. They were allowed to get assistance 

from their peers or teachers (guided). Finally, they were asked to complete a description
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of a graph independently (independent). Table 19 on page 109 shows Mabel’s responses 

at each stage:

Table 19: Mabel's Written Description of a Bar Graph

Modeled Guided Independent

The graph is a bar graph. 

This graph shows us the 

number of books students 

read. Sally read the most 

books. Sally read 8 books. 

Lori read the least number 

of books. She read 3 books. 

John read less books than 

Sally. He read 5 books, 

(math paper, 2008)

This graph is a pictograph. 

This graph shows the 

number or numbers of 

workers who walked the 

most every year. Police 

officers walk the most they 

walk 600 miles per year. 

Mail carriers walk 1,100 

miles per year. TV 

reporters walk 1,000 miles 

per year. And Doctors walk 

800 miles per year.

This graph is a circle or pie 

graph it shows the average 

of pets I the store 

population. The most is 

Birds, and the least is 

Reptiles, and the dogs are 

more than the cats

On the independent writing, Mabel was able to identify the graph, identify what the graph 

was showing, what animals there were the most and least of, and she made a comparison. 

This was a thorough response, and she received full credit.

Another authentic assessment that I incorporated throughout the year was math 

warm-up problems. Each day the students were given twenty minutes to work on eight 

math problems that reviewed previous lessons, or prepared them for the standardized 

tests. After twenty minutes we would go over the problems together. Mabel always 

worked hard on these problems. Most of the time she would finish the problems before it



was time to go over them. If she did not understand the problem, she would ask for help. 

When we went over the problems in class, she would volunteer answers and suggestions 

on how to solve them. If she made a mistake on her paper, she would correct it and write 

the correct answer. At the end of the week, her math warm-up pages were always 

complete and correct.

Science

This is the academic subject that was the most challenging to Mabel. On both of 

her self report cards she identified the challenges that science presented to her. On the 

first student report card she was asked, “What is your least favorite subject? Why?” She 

responded, “My least subject is science Because we have to remember everything [the 

teacher] says.” On the same report card, she was asked, “What is your worst subject? 

Why?” She responded, “Science because it is boring and I don’t like it.” On the second 

self report card that was given later in the year, she was asked, “What do you need more 

help with?” She responded, “Science it is too hard a little bit.” On the same report card 

she also indicated that she disliked science because “it is really hard.” Despite her views 

of science and her own abilities in science, Mabel always participated and finished the 

science assignments. She had to ask more questions than she did in other subject areas, 

but she always got her assignments done.

Her views toward science might be influenced by the fact that science is often the 

first subject to get omitted from the day because of the pressure to do well in other 

academic areas. I spent the least amount of instructional time teaching science. The 

demands for proficiency in reading, writing, and math took precedent over other .
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academic courses. In addition, it took me a few months to find all the components to the 

curriculum and implement the first unit. At the beginning of the year, I was teaching 

from a list of vocabulary words. Eventually, I discovered the Foss Kits (investigations) 

and the accompanying materials such as the science storybooks. As a result, I did not 

administer a lot of authentic assessments in science.

Social Studies

Mabel always completed her reading and assignments in social studies. 

Throughout the school year, we completed a number of activities that included work that 

was completed in their interactive student notebook (like a social studies workbook). She 

always completed the assigned tasks and did well on them.

In addition to the interactive student notebook, another authentic assessment that 

my students completed was an artifact checklist. On this particular project, the students 

were working in groups. Each group had to think of one artifact (symbol) for each group 

of people: Native Americans, Spanish, Europeans, African Americans, and Asian 

Americans. They had to draw a picture of that artifact and put it on the poster. After 

their poster was complete, they had to complete an artifact checklist. On the front side of 

the checklist, the students had to read statements and make a checkmark if they had 

completed that step. Then, they had to complete a table. In the table they had to identify 

the artifact they chose for each group and explain why they chose it. Finally, on the 

second page they had to give themselves a grade and why; and they had to assign a grade 

to their partner and tell why.

On this activity, Mabel was successful in choosing appropriate artifacts to
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represent each group, but her reasons for choosing them were simplistic, suggesting she 

had difficulty completing this part. Table 20 summarizes her responses:

Table 20: Mabel's Social Studies Artifact Checklist

Name of Group Artifact Why I chose this Artifact

Native Americans Bow and arrow
Because they used the bow 

and arrow to hunt food

Spanish Sumbrero
The Latinos used them on 

their heads

Europeans Immigrant They were slaves

African Americans Drum
Beause they make a good 

eat

Asian Americans Computer There cool

Her first response, Native Americans, is probably her best response. The other responses 

do not support why the artifact they chose is a good representation of the group. Perhaps 

like Emil, she was able to make connections to the group that was the most similar to her 

own, and that made it easier for her to construct a response.

Indigenous Knowledge

Mabel also possesses a wealth of cultural knowledge and skills. In her journal, 

she wrote about the knowledge and skills she has. For example, there are many things 

she does that would be considered “chores” by outsiders. However, these are things she 

and her family do because of their subsistence lifestyle. If they did not do these things, it 

would be harder for them to survive. These include: fishing and checking nets, boiling 

water for washing hair, making steams to bathe, and beading.



All of these observable skills are also accompanied by knowledge about their 

immediate and extended families (history); ability to speak Yup’ik (language); cultural 

traditions such as feasts and mask contests (culture); and knowledge about the area 

(geography). '

It is evident from the information contained in each learner’s profile that 

standardized assessments are not as detailed or specific regarding an individual’s 

academic and language strengths and weaknesses as authentic assessments. Although, I 

would like to incorporate more authentic assessments in the future, I am impressed by the 

amount of information I collected about each learner through the authentic assessments I 

did implement. In the next section, I will discuss my own attempt to incorporate 

authentic assessment into the classroom. Specifically, I will discuss the challenges I 

encountered, the successes I experienced, and what I learned as a result of conducting 

teacher action research on authentic assessment implementation.

Implementation o f  Authentic Assessment

The Challenges: Bridging Theory into Practice

Prior to beginning my own research study on implementing authentic assessment 

into my classroom, I was well aware of the potential challenges associated with it. Most 

of the literature I had read identified time as a major drawback of implementing authentic 

assessment, but the literature did not detail or provide specific examples of how or why it 

was such a factor. It was through the process of implementing authentic assessment into 

my own teaching context that I discovered firsthand the crucial role time played in this
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process. The challenges that time presented in my own study, centered around a number 

factors directly linked to authentic assessment such as creating, administering, scoring, 

and reporting the results; but these factors were compounded by indirect factors that were 

unique to my own teaching circumstances, such as it being my first year teaching in a 

mainstream 5th grade classroom. The following quote from my research journal in March 

2009, captured my thoughts as I reflected on the challenges I was facing in my attempt to 

incorporate authentic assessment in my classroom. “I caught myself wondering about the 

feasibility and difficulty of conducting authentic assessment. Here I am trying to make it 

a point, and I’m struggling to make the time” (Research Journal, Spring 2009). This 

journal entry captures my frustration with my own ability to successfully incorporate 

authentic assessment into my classroom. As a teacher, authentic assessment isn’t just 

something I had heard about and wanted to try, it was something I had studied and 

wanted to investigate whether or not it would benefit the students I was teaching. In 

other words, I had additional motivation for implementing authentic assessment. Not 

only did I want to see if it would document my students academic and language progress 

over time, but the whole process of incorporating it was the very topic of my master’s 

thesis research. In this quote, I was questioning how I could present a strong case for 

incorporating authentic assessment into the classroom, when I, a person who had 

additional motivation, was struggling to incorporate it due to the large amount of time it 

took. In the following paragraphs, I will explain why time was such a factor in my 

attempt to implement authentic assessment in my 5th grade classroom.



Creating Authentic Assessments

Assessment should be based on instruction and the curriculum. In order to 

successfully create authentic assessments, First, I needed time to familiarize myself with 

the curriculum and plan instructional activities. Then, I could create and implement 

authentic assessments that were based on what I was teaching and how I was teaching it. 

This was challenging in my teaching context, because I was not familiar with the 

curriculum or how I would teach it.

The year I conducted this study was my first year as a self-contained classroom 

teacher. Prior to this year, all of my professional teaching experience (3 years) was as an 

English Language Development (ELD) teacher. As an ELD teacher, I co-taught English 

to students in grades K-6 in a pull-out situation. The curriculum focused primarily on 

English vocabulary development, listening, and speaking skills. The teaching situation 

(pull-out vs. mainstream) and the curriculum were very different from the teaching 

situation and curriculum of my new teaching position as a mainstream 5th grade 

classroom teacher. Thus, the time I had to devote to creating, administering, scoring, and 

sharing the results of the authentic assessments was severely limited by the amount of 

time it took me to familiarize myself with everything else that was new about my current 

teaching context such as: curriculum, instructional activities, assessment, classroom 

management, record keeping, and the continuous progress model (phase system). All of 

these things took priority, because they were required for the job I was hired to do and the 

school/district did not emphasize incorporating authentic assessment.

During the course of the academic year, I brainstormed several potential authentic
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assessments including: journals, self-evaluations, group projects, presentations, and 

interviews. Some of the authentic assessments I designed I was able to implement and 

others I was not.

For example, in the early part of the school year, I administered a math test to my 

students. It was a multiple choice test over the material they had been learning. The test 

was created by the publisher of the math textbook we were using, so I knew the test was 

based on the curriculum I had been teaching. The results of the math test were not 

encouraging. Many of my students performed poorly on the multiple choice test. Prior 

to this test, the students had completed assignments and other instructional activities that 

indicated they had mastered the material and were ready to be assessed. As I reflected on 

the test, I realized that the language of the test probably played a role in the students’ 

performance. Questions were worded a little differently than the ones we had practiced 

during the instructional time. To test this theory, I decided that I could interview the 

students about the test. I could show them the results and ask why they answered certain 

questions certain ways. This would be an authentic assessment. The students would be 

explaining how they arrived at their answer. Although this was a great idea and I planned 

to incorporate it, it never went past the planning stages. I found that whenever I tried to 

sit down and conduct the interview, something else interfered. Examples included 

another student needed help, it was almost time to switch classes, or too much time had 

passed since the initial assessment and the time of the interview. In addition, there were 

22 students that had taken the test, and the time it would require to interview all of them 

was enormous.
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Another aspect of creating the authentic assessments that took time, was 

explaining the authentic assessments to my students. Throughout the interviews I 

conducted with my students, one of the overall themes was the fact that students were 

more familiar with standardized tests or forms of testing, than they were authentic 

assessment. For example, in my interviews with my participants, each of them indicated 

that they preferred a social approach to education. I asked each of the participants if they 

liked to work alone or in groups. All of my participants responded, “groups.” Mabel 

said she liked to work in groups because “I can talk-So I can talk to some of my friends 

and ask them what’s the question” (Student Interview, January 2009). Lorentz responded 

that he liked to work in groups because “I can get more help” (Student Interview,

January 2009). These responses would suggest that my students would also like to be 

assessed on tasks or projects that required group work. However, in the same interview, I 

asked my participants how they like to be assessed and they all described assessments 

similar to standardized tests. In addition, when I asked them if they thought there were 

other ways to demonstrate what they know, they were unable to think of any. Although a 

number of factors could contribute to this shared feeling, I think one of the primary 

reasons my students were unfamiliar with authentic assessments was because they had 

not been made aware of them. Most teachers incorporate authentic assessment into their 

classrooms but they do not systematically use them to communicate a student’s progress 

to the student or the student’s parents. In the case of my students, they had been exposed 

to authentic assessment but I don’t think it had ever been explained to them. For 

example, the students did not make the connection that day-to-day assignments and
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projects were a way for teachers to assess their learning.

Another factor regarding the creation of authentic assessments is that most of the 

curriculum used in the school is accompanied by teaching guides and commercially 

created assessments. For teachers who are new to the teaching context and are just trying 

to wrap their head around everything, it is often easier to implement a test that has 

already been created than to create one of your own. These types of assessments just 

need to be copied, administered to the students, and scored using a pre-made answer key. 

They do not require you to create the assessment, the instructions, determine how it will 

be scored, and develop the scoring mechanism. For a teacher with limited time and 

resources option one is much more time-scheduling friendly.

Administering Authentic Assessments

Administering the authentic assessments took time. Authentic assessments can 

take a variety of forms and are administered in various ways. In my own teaching 

context, I developed and incorporated various types of authentic assessments including: 

journals, self-assessments, projects, writing samples, interviews, presentations, reports, 

and others. Some of the authentic assessments could be administered to the whole class 

and others had to be administered to small groups or individuals. What I discovered was 

that I was more successful at incorporating authentic assessments that could be 

administered to the whole group in a single setting because it required every student to be 

doing the same thing so there were no interruptions from students who were not taking 

the assessments. It was easier to manage the classroom if every student was working on 

the same thing, in this case the same assessment. Table 21 on page 120 illustrates my
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own process of brainstorming possible authentic assessments, creating authentic 

assessments, and implementing different authentic assessments into my 5“ grade 

classroom.

Table 21: Assessments Brainstormed versus Authentic Assessments Created

Possible 

Authentic Assessments

Authentic Assessments 

Created and Administered

Interviews, Journals, Projects, 

Presentations, Activities, Checklists, 

Rating Scales, Rubrics, Interest Surveys, 

Anecdotal Notes, Self-Assessments, Peer- 

Assessments, Portfolios, Role-Playing, 

Teacher Observations, Reading Logs

Writing Survey, Reading Attitude Survey, 

Self-Report Card, Reading Log, Writing 

Journal, Interviews, Writing Sample, 

Checklist, Peer Evaluation, Student Interest 

Survey

The table clearly illustrates my tendency to incorporate authentic assessments that could 

be administered to the whole class or in a large group setting.

Another factor I struggled with in regards to administering the authentic 

assessments was the time it took to complete the assessment. For example, a multiple 

choice test does not take as much time to administer as a project or a presentation. In

order to use a project as an authentic assessment, the following steps were necessary:

1. Present the content to the learners.

2. Explain the project expectations and scoring procedures.

3. Allow time to work on and complete the project.

4. Allow time to share the project with others.

5. Score the project



6. Share the results with students 

In today’s teaching environment due to standardization with the NCLB, there is lot of 

material to cover. Often, teachers struggle to make the time to cover all the information 

they are supposed to. An authentic assessment that is administered to small groups or 

individuals takes more time than administering a “one-shot” test that is the same for 

every learner. In addition, little incentive from the school or district is available for those 

teachers who do choose to spend the extra time.

Scoring the Assessment

One feature of authentic assessment is the fact that there is often more than one 

correct answer or one correct way of solving the problem. This means that the scoring of 

the authentic assessment cannot be reduced to a single answer key. Often, rubrics, 

checklists, or some other type of scoring guide must be created to score the authentic 

assessments. Then, the scoring guide must be used to score the work being assessed and 

give feedback to the learner.

It takes time to develop a scoring guide that is valid, reliable, and fair. In order to 

do this effectively, one must know what the desired learning outcome is going to be and 

how it is going to be assessed. How is the student going to show me they know what I 

want them to know? The answer to this question relates back directly to the process of 

creating authentic assessments. It is easier to design an assessment if you are familiar 

with what the students will be expected to know. Once the type of assessment has been 

determined, a scoring guide must be created to assess the product produced by the 

student. Often, the scoring guide must be tailored to the type of assessment that is
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administered. Again, this was difficult for me because I was still familiarizing myself 

with the academic expectations for students.

Sharing the Results

One of the major lessons I learned and one of the biggest challenges for me was 

sharing the results of the authentic assessments with parents and students. This was a 

factor because often I would gather the data about my students’ academic and language 

proficiency growth, but I failed to share that information with students and their parents.

I was not aware that I was doing this until I conducted this research. In the interviews 

with my participants, their answers to some of the questions I asked indicated I was not 

providing them with regular feedback.

As a teacher, I had a desired outcome in mind that I was rating the student’s work 

against. As I was rating it, I was aware of where my students’ strengths and weaknesses 

were, and I was modifying my instruction accordingly, but more often than not I was 

failing to share what I was learning about my students’ learning with the students 

themselves. I knew what the grades and scores represented, but the students did not.

Similar to the standardized test that categorize students according to their 

performance on a single test and create a learner profile, the students in my class were 

basing their own profile of their learning on their quarterly grades and whether or not 

they were promoted to the next grade the following school year. The grades on their 

report card identified whether or not the students were passing their classes, but they 

failed to inform them of their strengths and weaknesses as a learner. In the 5th grade, we 

did not use letter grades, we used Satisfactory (S), Needs Improvement (N), and
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Unsatisfactory (U). What are they doing well? What do they need to improve on? As 

their teacher, I knew the answers to these questions, but the way I was presenting it to the 

students was not helpful because it was not specific.

In addition some of the authentic assessments I implemented did not require direct 

feedback from the teacher such as the self-assessments I administered during reading and 

writing. However, reflecting back I realize that I could have interviewed the students 

about their responses to find out why they answered the questions the way they did. This 

would have provided me with a greater insight into their thoughts and feelings about their 

own learning. This information would have helped me understand the student’s own 

perspective of their learning. Did they answer the questions the way they thought I 

wanted them to answer the questions or did they answer the questions according to their 

own thoughts and feelings?

One authentic assessment I incorporated was journals. The students wrote in their 

journals daily. In the beginning, I tried to read each journal every day but the amount of 

time it took was too long. As a way to modify this, I created a schedule where I read a 

certain number of journals per day and over the course of the week I was able to read all 

of the journals. As I read the journals I made comments. It took more time to read and 

respond to 22 journals than it would have taken to administer a standardized writing test.

In the end, the biggest challenge I faced implementing authentic assessment into 

my classroom was time. It took time to plan, develop, administer, score, and share the 

results of the assessment with students. I believe many of the challenges time presented 

were compounded by the fact that it was my first year teaching in a mainstream
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classroom. The amount of time I had to devote to assessment was limited by all the other 

things I was trying to figure out. Despite these challenges, I was able to incorporate some 

authentic assessments to a degree and the amount of information I obtained about my 

learners enabled me to create a learning profile of my students that I would not have been 

able to create from the standardized test scores alone. In the next section, I will discuss 

the successes I experienced with implementing authentic assessment into my classroom.

I will focus on what I learned about my class in general and what I learned specifically 

about each learner.

The Successes: Learning from  Learners

Despite the challenges I encountered implementing authentic assessment into my 

classroom, I experienced many successes. Many of the successes centered around the 

lessons I learned about my students as a result of implementing authentic assessment into 

my classroom and conducting interviews with my participants. Many of the things I 

learned about my students, I would not have learned about them by a standardized test 

score alone. In addition to identifying their academic strengths and weaknesses, I was 

able to identify some of their interests. This helped me incorporate what I learned about 

my students as individuals into my classroom teaching practices.

As I analyzed the data, many themes arose. Three of the themes I will discuss are:

1. Funds of knowledge

2. Special interests, talents, strengths, and weaknesses

3. Specific academic and language levels
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Funds o f  Knowledge

The first major theme in my data was the funds of knowledge of my participants. 

Funds of knowledge refer to a person’s way of knowing and making sense of the world.

It involves understanding why an individual does what they do and discovering what is 

important to them (Gonzalez, Moll, and Amanti, 2005). To better understand each 

participant’s funds of knowledge I asked the following questions:

What is important to my participants?

Why is this important/related to my research?

How am I going to use it?

Additional Skills or Knowledge Not Accounted fo r  on Standardized Tests

The second major theme emerging from my data was the amount of information 

about the skills and knowledge that my students possess, which goes unaccounted for on 

the standardized tests.

In the spring, my students completed three standardized assessments: Terra 

Nova, ELPT, and the SBA. During this time, I observed my students as they took their 

standardized tests. During one of the assessments, Emil and I had the following 

conversation. Emil was working on his test. Then he raised his hand, and I went over to 

his desk. We had the following conversation.

Emil: Can I use the math book?

Researcher: No.

Emil: Why? Is it cheating?

Researcher: For the test, yes. Why do you want to use your math book?
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Emil: It has the answers.

Researcher: How do you know it has the answers?

Emil: I could look in the index.

Researcher: What would you look for?

Emil: These words (pointing to the choices next to A, B, C, and D in his test

booklet.” (Research Journal, April 2009).

This short conversation demonstrates some of the knowledge and skills Emil has that will 

not be assessed by standardized tests. Emil did not know the answer to the problem he 

was referring to. He could not recall the answer; however, he demonstrated that he had 

the skills and knew what resources were necessary to find the answer. Unfortunately, 

these skills were not noticed because the standardized test can only show whether or not 

the student selected the correct answer. It cannot display the student’s thought processes. 

It does not differentiate between the student who does not know the answer or how to 

find it from the student who doesn’t know the answer, but knows how to find it.

As I reflected on this experience, I realized how ironic it was. Here we are testing 

students as individuals on standardized tests to identify whether or not they can select the 

correct answer from a number of responses, but we fail to recognize whether they have 

developed the skills necessary to construct meaning independently. In the real world, an 

individual would not think twice about a person who could recall a fact off the top of 

their head or the individual who had to reference an information source in order to 

answer the question. I believe both knowing the answer and knowing how to find the 

answer are both equally important and necessary skills.
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The Specifics

One of the goals of assessment is to inform instruction. The more specific the 

feedback the better we are able to provide specific and appropriate feedback to our 

students.

The standardized test scores on the SBA identify a student as: a far below 

proficient, below proficient, proficient, or advanced writer at grade level, but that writer’s 

specific knowledge and skills are not identified. For example, Mabel was categorized as 

a proficient writer. To identify what this categorization meant about her knowledge and 

skills as a writer, I had to go to a website, find the guide to score interpretation, and read 

the description of a proficient 5'" grade writer. It stated,

Student writes one or more paragraphs to maintain a focused idea that includes 

details that support the main idea. Student writes introductions and concluding 

statements that reinforce the main idea. Student writes a story with well- 

developed characters, setting, and plot. Student writes in a variety of nonfiction 

forms, including step-by-step directions, descriptions, observations, or reports. 

Student identifies and corrects most errors in punctuation at the end of a sentence, 

commas in dates, commas in series, and commas in salutations and letter closings. 

Student identifies and corrects most errors in capitalization, and usually 

rearranges and/or adds specific details to improve focus, to support a main idea, 

and to make the sequence clear (Guide to Test Interpretation for Teachers, 

http://www.eed.state.ak.us/tls/assessment/SBA_prof_level_dscrpt.html, October,

2009).
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This description is very positively stated. It is general. It does not identify specific areas 

of weakness in writing for this student. After reading this description, I would assume 

that she is able to successfully complete a piece of writing for a variety of purposes at 

grade level. However, the authentic assessments I conducted in my classroom helped me 

define the strengths and weaknesses of this writer. For example, Mabel uses conventions 

appropriately most of the time. Examples of her knowledge and ability to apply these 

skills include: she capitalizes the first letter at the beginning of a sentence and spells 

most words correctly. An area of focus for her as a writer is to eliminate her use of run- 

on sentences. As her teacher, I would design instructional activities that would allow the 

students to identify and correct run-on sentences. By working on this particular skill, the 

overall quality of her writing would increase.

The Discoveries: Learning through Research 

I made numerous discoveries throughout this research project. Not only did I 

discover firsthand the challenges and the benefits of implementing authentic assessment, 

but I also identified many characteristics of my own teaching practices (instruction, 

assessment, management) that can be altered to improve the overall quality of my 

students’ education. The three discoveries I am going to focus on are: culturally relevant 

teaching, communicating assessment results, and the time trade-off.
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Discovery #1: Culturally Relevant Teaching

I teach in a unique situation. I am a minority in the village where I teach. All of 

my students are Alaska Native. My knowledge of Alaska Natives, their culture, and their 

way of life was next to nothing before I moved to bush Alaska to teach here. As a new 

teacher, I was not only “learning” the profession of teacher, but also the culture as well.

From my teaching experience here, I am well aware of the disadvantage the 

“regular” curriculum presents to my students. What is “normal” for the majority of the 

population in the United States is not always appropriate for the population of students 

where I teach. I think the best way I can describe this is as “assumed knowledge.” The 

curriculum assumes that certain events, objects, and activities are a regular part of a 

child’s life in the United States. Much of the curriculum is not a part of daily life in our 

village and thus not relevant. There are several pieces of literature that connect the use of 

culturally relevant teaching materials to the increased academic success of Native 

American students.

My own definition of culturally relevant teaching includes the development, 

implementation, and assessment of lessons that include materials, teaching practices, and 

assessment that reflect the knowledge and values of the cultural group. This means that 

the lessons taught should continually expand the knowledge my students currently 

possess about themselves and their environment. The lessons are instructed in a manner 

that the students’ wealth of background knowledge and skills are identified and their 

overall knowledge and skills increase as a result. The following example describes an 

one instance of culturally relevant teaching in my own classroom.



The 5th grade social studies curriculum at my school investigates the five 

geographic regions of the United States. In one of the introductory lessons, the objective 

was for students to identify what a region is and describe the factors that define a region. 

Then, they learn about the Northeast, Southeast, Midwest, Southwest, and West through a 

series of basic map activities.

As a first year, 5th grade teacher, I looked at the lesson outline of instructional 

activities that was found in the teacher’s guide. The first activity was designed to 

introduce the concept of a region. In this activity the students were supposed to draw a 

picture of their home, label each room, and color all of the regions (similar rooms) of 

their home the same color. Then, they would discuss why they chose those regions. I 

decided these activities were appropriate for my students and decided to implement them. 

As I went through the instructional activities, the informal observations I was making of 

my students informed me that they were getting the activity completed but were not 

understanding the content of the lesson. Several students had confused expressions on 

their faces, very few students volunteered to share why they divided their house up they 

way they did, and others gave up and would no longer pay attention.

As I was processing all of this and trying to figure out how to communicate the 

definition of a region and how it is defined to my students, I recalled an activity my 

roommate, a high school social studies teacher, had told me about. The previous year, her 

students had been studying regions of the world. To help them understand what a region 

was, she had them identify the regions of the village where we live and explain how they 

knew each region was a region. I mimicked this activity and incorporated the following
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strategies.

I stopped the previous discussion and asked my students, “If someone new came 

to this village, and asked you were you lived, what would you say?” Immediately, my 

students responded, “uptown,” or “downtown.” I followed by asking the following 

questions, “How do you know if you live uptown or if you live downtown? How are 

uptown and downtown the same and how are they different?” The students’ answers to 

these two questions included, “by where my house is at (location); the houses are newer 

uptown (housing); and it’s by the pond (physical features/landforms); and it’s on that side 

[pointing] of the school (boundaries).” After this discussion, I explained that “uptown” 

and “downtown” are two regions in our village. The characteristics like where our house 

is located, what our house looks like, what landforms and physical features are found 

nearby, the people who live there, and boundaries are some of the characteristics that 

separate one region from another. Just like our village is divided into a regions, so is our 

country, the United States. In the end, I was able to use what they knew and had learned 

about the regions in the village to teach the concept of regions in the United States.

This instructional approach identified what was familiar to my students and used 

it to teach similar concepts about a different place. I really enjoyed this approach because 

my students were active participants in their own learning. They volunteered answers, 

expanded on one another’s ideas, and still learned to identify a region, and the 

characteristics that make a region a region.

The success of this lesson that built on my students knowledge, and 

disappointment of other lessons I had taught only using the teacher’s manual, helped me
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realize that culturally relevant teaching enabled my students to be active, engaged, and 

confident participants in their own learning experience instead of being passive, 

overwhelmed, recipients of knowledge.

In the next chapter, I will discuss how I am going to take what I have learned and 

incorporate more culturally relevant teaching into my classroom next year.

Discovery #2: Communicating Assessment Results

In my own research study, I discovered that I was constantly assessing my 

students to gather evidence of whether they had met or exceeded the learning objectives 

for each subject area. I was using the results of these assessments to inform my 

instructional practices in order to tailor my instruction to meet the individual educational 

needs of the students in my class.

In February 2009, my students took a math test that covered mean, median, mode, 

and range. I decided to give them a standardized chapter test from the course resource 

books. I did this to check for understanding, prepare for the upcoming standardized tests 

and their formats, and to save time. Before administering the assessment, I previewed the 

questions on the test to make sure all of the necessary material had been covered. After 

previewing the assessment, I was confident my students could complete the test and do 

well, because the test was based on the curriculum.

As my students were working, I observed several students “getting stuck,” and 

raising their hand to ask for help. The following quote from my Research Journal, 

captures what I discovered as I assisted the students who needed help. “Most of the 

students could do the calculations once they knew what the terms meant (Research
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Journal, February 2009). What I learned about my students from conducting this 

assessment is that they understood the computational strategies and rules for calculating 

the mean, median, mode, and range, but they had not yet achieved an independent level 

of mastery on the academic vocabulary necessary to understand what the question was 

asking them to do. I modified my instruction by focusing more on the vocabulary than 

on the computational strategies for finding the mean, median, mode, and range. I 

accomplished this by incorporating the vocabulary into the daily math warm-up questions 

several times over the next few weeks.

Before completing this research study, I did not reflect on whether or not I was 

communicating the results of assessments with the students or their parents. I had the 

false assumption that through my system of reporting progress via report cards, parent 

conferences, informal conversations in the community, notes, and occasional phone calls 

home, my students’ parents had a clear understanding of how well their child was doing. 

In addition, I assumed that because the students were in school every day, received report 

cards, and received some feedback on their assignments that they were confident of how 

well they were doing in school. However, their responses to the question if they knew 

how well they were doing in school yielded mixed responses. Emil responded, “Maybe- 

yeah.” Lorentz responded, “A little bit.” Selma responded, “Uh-huh.” They were also 

asked if they and their parents knew how well they do on tests. Emil responded that his 

parents know how well he has done on a test because he tells them, but he indicated that 

he doesn’t find out how well he has done on a test because “sometimes they give us the 

paper or not.” Lorentz responded that his parents know how well he does on tests
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because he tells them. He was not asked if he knows how well he has done on 

assessments. In response to the same questions, Selma responded, “Yeah.” She stated, 

Uh-huh, meaning that she does know how well she has done on the test. This realization 

caused me to reflect critically on my own teaching practices to identify components that 

were causing these feelings among my students. What I found is that not only were there 

problems with the procedure I had for communicating assessment results with students 

and parents, but there were also unintentional consequences associated with my 

procedure. The following paragraphs describe the procedures I used for communicating 

assessment results with my students and their parents and the unintentional consequences 

they may have had.

Current Procedures & Unintentional Effects

The procedures I used to communicate assessment results with students and their 

parents consisted of: parent-teacher conferences, report cards, graded assignments, 

individual profiles from the standardized assessments, notes sent home, occasional phone 

calls phone, and informal meetings in the community.

1. Parent-Teacher conferences are held at least five times a year. One conference 

is held during the first three weeks of school. The other conferences are held a week or 

two following the end of each nine weeks. At each conference, we discuss the child’s 

academic performance, citizenship (behavior in the classroom), and any questions or 

concerns the parents might have regarding their child.

One drawback of parent-teacher conferences is that they are not mandatory for 

parents or their children. Sometimes, the parents are unable to attend conferences, and



most of the time students do not accompany their parents to the conferences.

2. Report Cards-Report cards are handed out at the end of every nine weeks. Last 

year, the elementary report cards were mailed to the parents. Most of the time this was 2

3 weeks after the quarter had ended. Report cards are ineffective for many reasons, even 

more so when they are mailed. First, the grading system we use is relatively arbitrary, 

because it does not show how the student earned that grade. More specifically, it does 

not identify or distinguish where the student is experiencing success and where they are 

struggling. Instead it combines everything a student has completed and had graded into 

one letter. I believe the only safe conclusion we can draw based solely on a letter grade

is that the student is passing or failing. It does not communicate to the student what their 

academic and language strengths or weaknesses are. This is similar to the scores on a 

standardized test. Often, the student is categorized according to their score. Often this 

categorization is accompanied by short, very broad general description of the skills the 

student has mastered or still needs to master.

3. Graded Assignments-Graded assignments refer to the work a student 

completes in class or as homework and receives some type of score for it. This can be an 

effective method of communicating assessment results with students and their parents if 

they are familiar with what the assignment was, how it was scored, and what the result of 

the assessment shows. I think this is accomplished most effectively differently in 

different subject areas, but in general the more specfic the feedback, the more informative 

it will be. For example, a written research paper that scores an “A” is not as effective as 

a written paper that scores an “A” based on a rubric. The rubric will help the student and
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their parents understand how the score was determined and highlight areas of strength 

and areas of weakness.

I used primarily a number correct to number possible ratio to determine my 

students’ grades. As a result, my students knew what questions they answered correctly 

or incorrectly, but they did not know why it was marked correct or incorrect. Thus, over 

time the students have begun to view assignments as pass or fail instead of opportunities 

to improve and expand their own academic knowledge and skills.

4. Individual Standardized Assessment Profile-An individual standardized 

assessment profile refers to the way standardized assessment results are recorded and 

reported to schools, families, and the student. Last year, my students had three individual 

student profiles: ELPT, Terra Nova, and SBA. There are benefits and drawbacks 

associated with individual student profiles. First, the standardized assessments were 

administered in the spring. They were easily implemented, but they had to be collected 

and sent in for scoring. We received the results from the Terra Nova and the SBA just 

before summer break, but not in time to share them with students or their parents in 

person. Instead, the results were sent with report cards. This is problematic for many 

reasons. First, mail gets lost. If the letter gets lost, the parent will never see it and if the 

child doesn’t communicate with them regularly the parent might not know how their 

child is doing in school. Second, we receive the standardized assessment results at the 

end of the year, right before students are going to switch classrooms or instructors. As 

teachers, we are busy preparing to finish one year and look ahead to the next year. When 

do we make the time to critically evaluate each student’s scores? Even if we had the
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time, it would still be difficult. Most of the individual profiles contain a categorization, 

numeric score, and a brief general description of the students’ abilities at that level. This 

is generic and the same for every student who scores in that category. Additional 

information about the scores can be obtained online, but it takes time and the results are 

still not very specific. Thus, is it worth the time? In addition, if it is a difficult and time 

consuming process for me as a classroom teacher who has the resources to look up 

additional information and knows where to look, then how much more difficult will it be 

for a student or parent who doesn’t have the necessary resources or know where to look?

5. Notes Home, Phone Calls, Informal Meetings in the Community-These are 

three ways to communicate assessment results to students and their parents. With a note 

home the student brings a written note from the teacher home. This is effective as long as 

the child is responsible enough to remember to give it to their parents. Phone calls home 

rely on a little more luck. Making time to place the phone call and successfully reaching 

the person you are trying to call are two drawbacks of this form of communication. 

Meetings in the community are constrained to the environment and schedule of each 

individual involved. For example, I often run into the parents of my students at the local 

store or post office. Our meetings are often brief because of the time constraints; we are 

both going somewhere. In addition, these locations do not provide the appropriate 

environment to go over the details of their child’s academic and language progress.

I’ve discussed some of the drawbacks associated with each type of 

communication I implemented. Now, if I take a step back and look at them all together, I 

realize there are a number of variables that affect the outcome of those attempts to
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communicate assessment results with parents. In the next chapter, I will discuss how I 

want to control some of those variables to make communicating the results of 

assessments a regular part of my classroom for my students and their parents.

Time Trade-off

As previously discussed, a major challenge I faced in implementing authentic 

assessment into my classroom was time. Despite the challenge it presents, I also 

discovered that there is a trade-off between the amount of time spent creating, 

implementing, scoring, and sharing the results of an assessment and the information 

obtained about the learner from that assessment. In general the information I obtained 

about my students from the authentic assessments was more descriptive and specific than 

the information I obtained about my students from standardized test scores.

Perhaps the best example of this is comparing the amount of time it takes to 

create, implement, score, and report the results of an authentic assessment to the time it 

takes to administer, and decipher the scores of a standardized test. In social studies, my 

students were studying five cultural groups in the United States: Native Americans, 

Spanish Americans, Europeans, African Americans, and Asian Americans. In small 

groups, they had to create a collage that displayed an artifact for each group. When they 

were finished, they had to complete a checklist to make sure they had included all of the 

required elements in their collage and a short table that identified the cultural group, the 

artifact their group chose to represent the group, and a reason for choosing that artifact.

On the back, they graded themselves on their work and explained why they deserved that 

grade. Then, they graded each of their group members.
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This is a project that I designed to assess their knowledge of those five cultural 

groups. It took time to plan the project, assign groups, create the checklist and self

assessment, score it, and share it with the individual, but the information I obtained from 

the assessment was very specific. From the checklist and table, I was able to determine if 

my students could identify those five cultural groups and artifacts associated with each of 

those groups. I was also able to determine if the students made the connection between 

the artifact and why it was representative of that group.

The self-assessment and peer assessment gave me insight into how they felt about 

their work and the work their partner did. Overall, I found that my students answered the 

questions honestly. For example, Selma gave herself a “B” for a grade because “I 

worked hard and, I diserv this grad” (authentic assessment, fall 2008). She gave her 

partner a “B,” because “She worked with me and helped” (authentic assessment, fall 

2008). This self-assessment and peer assessment showed me that Selma felt proud about 

the work she had completed. She also felt that the other group member played an equal 

part in the project.

An added bonus of this assignment is that my students had to respond in writing. 

Although writing was not the primary reason for assessment, I could informally assess 

their writing for each of the six traits: ideas, sentence fluency, voice, word choice, 

conventions, and organization.

Although this whole process took a significant amount of time, the information I 

obtained about each student was well worth it. A standardized assessment on the same 

information would have taken less time to administer and score because the textbook
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company would have already created it, and there would only be one correct answer for 

each question. The results I would obtain, would only inform me of the questions my 

students answered correctly or incorrectly. It would not tell me why they chose the 

answer (Did they guess? Did they know it? Did they make a mistake?).

These three discoveries were the most important to me because they have 

significant impacts on my teaching practices. I believe I can make my teaching practices 

more effective for my students if I focus on these three topics: using culturally relevant 

teaching practices, regularly communicating assessment results with the students and 

their parents, and valuing the time trade-off. I think culturally relevant teaching practices 

will allow me to motivate my students, keep them engaged, and increase their overall 

knowledge and skills about a topic. Regularly communicating assessment results with 

my students and their parents will require me to create and use assessments that give 

specific feedback to the learner so they can monitor their own strengths and weaknesses 

as a student. Then, they can concentrate on the knowledge and skills they need to 

improve instead of all the knowledge and skills assessed by that assessment. Finally, 

recognizing and valuing the time trade-off will encourage me to keep spending the time 

to develop, administer, score, and share the results of the authentic assessments with the 

students and their parents, because the information obtained is very specific to each 

individual learner.

In the next chapter, I will discuss how I am going to use these discoveries to 

change my teaching practices.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Action Plan 

Conclusions

I have drawn the following conclusions about the data I have collected and 

analyzed. First, standardized assessments are not able to capture and communicate all of 

the diverse academic and language strengths and weaknesses our students possess. In 

addition, they are unable to provide teachers with specific information about each learner 

to inform their instruction. Second, both types of assessment can play a role in defining 

the academic and language progress of a student. Standardized assessments can be used 

to establish where students are ranked among other students who took the same test. 

Authentic assessments can be used to capture our students’ learning over time. They can 

provide specific information about students’ language and academic strengths and 

weaknesses. Third, the implementation of authentic assessment into the classroom takes 

careful planning, familiarity with the curriculum, time and practice, but the effort is worth 

it because of the information that can be obtained about the learner. Fourth, authentic 

assessment can be implemented with students of varying academic and language abilities 

to provide insight into their learning progress. Fifth, authentic assessment is a type of 

assessment that is culturally relevant for my students. Finally, the use of culturally 

relevant teaching practices is appropriate for my students.

Action Plan

This action research explored my attempts to implement authentic assessment into 

my 5,h grade class. The next step in my research study is to take what I have learned from



my experience of implementing authentic assessment into my classroom, use it more 

effectively in the future, and share what I have learned with others who want to use 

authentic assessment in their classroom. I found that can do this by a) differentiating my 

instruction to meet the individual academic and language needs of my students, b) 

implementing teaching practices that will be beneficial to all my students, and c) sharing 

what I have learned through this process with others who want to implement authentic 

assessment into their classrooms.

Differentiating Instruction to M eet Individual Needs

My research study focused on four participants. The standardized and authentic 

assessments they completed helped me create a profile of each of them that highlights 

their individual strengths and weaknesses. This helped me identify educational goals for 

each of them in reading, writing, math, science, and social studies. Tables 22 through 26 

on pages 145 through 149 identify the educational goals for each student in reading, 

writing, mathematics, social studies, and science.
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Table 22: Educational Goals for Reading Based on Learner Profiles

Emil Lorentz Selma Mabel

Reading Engage in Engage in Engage in Continued

Goal(s) regular regular regular engagement in

independent independent independent regular

reading of a reading of a reading of a independent

variety of texts variety of texts variety of texts reading of a

at grade level at grade level at grade level variety of texts

with an with an with an with an

emphasis on emphasis on emphasis on emphasis on

developing a comprehension, developing comprehension

strong interest and vocabulary fluency, and vocabulary

in reading, development comprehension, development

fluency, and vocabulary Provide

comprehension, development detailed oral

and vocabulary and written

development responses to

comprehension

questions.
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Table 23: Educational Goals for Writing Based on Learner Profiles

Emil Lorentz Selma Mabel

Writing Goal(s) Engage in Engage in Engage in Engage in

regular regular regular regular

independent independent independent independent

writing on a writing on a writing on a writing on a

variety of variety of variety of variety of

topics for a topics for a topics for a topics for a

variety of variety of variety of variety of

purposes at purposes at purposes at purposes at

grade level to grade level to grade level to grade level to

improve all 6 improve all 6 improve all 6 improve all 6

traits of writing traits of writing traits of writing traits of writing

with an with emphasis with an with an

emphasis on on word choice, emphasis on emphasis word

ideas, organization, voice, sentence choice and

conventions, and fluency, and sentence

and word 

choice

conventions conventions fluency
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Table 24: Educational Goals for Mathematics Based on Learner Profile

Emil Lorentz Selma Mabel
Mathematics Read and Read and Read and Read and

Goal(s) understand understand understand understand

mathematical mathematical mathematical mathematical

problems problems problems problems

Provide Memorize the Provide Provide

thorough oral basic addition, thorough oral thorough oral

and written subtraction, and written and written

responses to multiplication, responses to responses to

mathematical and division mathematical mathematical

questions facts from 0 to questions questions

Provide
12

Provide Provide

detailed oral Provide detailed oral detailed oral

and written thorough oral and written and written

explanations of and written explanations of explanations of

his problem responses to his problem his problem

solving mathematical solving solving

processes questions

Provide 

detailed oral & 

written

explanations of 

problem 

solving 

processes

processes processes
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Table 25: Educational Goal for Science Based on Learner Profile

Emil Lorentz Selma Mabel

Science Goal(s) Regularly Regularly Regularly Regularly

participate in participate in participate in participate in

inquiry based inquiry based inquiry based inquiry based

science science science science

activities activities activities activities

Keep a science Keep a science Keep a science Keep a science

journal journal journal journal

documenting documenting documenting documenting

each step of the each step of the each step of the each step of the

scientific scientific scientific scientific

process used in process used in process used in process used in

the science the science the science the science

explanations explanations explanations explanations
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Table 26: Educational Goals for Social Studies Based on Learner Profile

Emil Lorentz Selma Mabel

Social Studies Regularly Regularly Regularly Regularly

Goal(s) participate in participate in participate in participate in

the study of the study of the study of the study of

social studies social studies social studies social studies

Participate in Participate in Participate in Participate in

group projects group projects group projects group projects

and and and and

presentations presentations presentations presentations

about topics in about topics in about topics in about topics in

social studies social studies social studies social studies

Now that I have identified their educational goals, I can use their interests, learning 

preferences, cultural knowledge, and the other characteristics I discovered about them 

through assessment to construct an educational action plan. The teaching practices I plan 

to incorporate to help my students build on their strengths while improving their 

weaknesses in order to meet the educational goals in all the subject areas as well as 

develop their English language skills are: reader’s workshop, writer’s workshop, math 

journals, science journals, science investigations, social studies projects and 

presentations, and culturally relevant teaching practices (materials, topics, instructional 

approaches, assessment). These teaching practices are summarized in Tables 27 through 

33 on pages 151-156. Following the tables, I will discuss reader’s workshop and 

culturally relevant teaching practices in detail, because reading is an academic area in



which all of my students need to improve and the use of culturally relevant teaching 

materials will incorporate what my students already know and use it to develop the other 

skills and knowledge they are accountable for knowing. I believe the components of the 

reader’s workshop (mini-lesson, reading, sharing) will allow me to address the variety of 

needs that my students have. For example, Mabel is reading successfully at grade level.

I want to encourage her to continue to read, and by providing a regularly scheduled time 

to engage in reading during a reader’s workshop will allow her to do this. In addition, the 

readers like Emil, who are not at grade level can still be taught at their instructional 

reading level using reader’s workshop. Through written response to texts, teacher 

observations, and conferences, he will have the opportunity to develop his reading skills, 

enjoy reading, and reflect critically on what he reads.
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Table 27: Reader’s Workshop Action Plan

Teaching Practice Purpose Description
Assessment(s)

Examples

Reader’s

Workshop

Develop reading 

skills students will 

use throughout 

their lives and 

develop an 

enjoyment for 

reading

Mini-lesson, reading 

(independent, guided, or 

literature study), sharing

Student Responsibilities: 

read a variety of texts, 

develop reading skills 

and strategies they can 

apply to their own 

reading, complete written 

responses to text, share

Teacher Responsibilities: 

provide reading 

instruction, confer with 

students, share, provide 

feedback, assess 

students’ reading

Reading Interest 

Survey

Reading Log

Reader’s

Notebook

Anecdotal Notes

Reading

Continuum
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Table 28: Writer's Workshop Action Plan

Teaching Practice Purpose Description
Assessment(s)

Examples

Writer’s To “provide Writer’s talk, minilesson, Writing Attitude

Workshop appropriate, 

intensive, targeted

writing (independent, 

guided, or investigation),

Survey

instruction to the sharing Record of Writing

whole group, small Projects

groups, and Student Responsibilities: Writing Journal
individuals” explore writers and

(Fountas & illustrators, apply new Revising Checklist

Pinnell, 2001, p. writing skills and

50). strategies to own writing, 

confer with teachers, and 

share writing with others

Editing Checklist

Writing Samples 

(variety)

6 Trait Rubric

Anecdotal Notes

Writing

Continuum
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Table 29: Mathematics Action Plan

Teaching Practice Purpose Description
Assessment(s)

Examples

Math Journal To provide daily 

review of 

mathematical 

concepts and 

skills.

To record 

mathematical 

vocabulary terms 

and their 

definitions

Student Responsibilities: 

Solve mathematical 

problems

(computation/calculations 

or provide written 

explanation) and record 

new mathematical 

vocabulary terms and 

their definitions

Teacher Responsibilities: 

Regularly assess student 

performance and provide 

regular feedback

Math Journal 

Rubric
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Table 30: Social Studies Action Plan

Teaching Practice Purpose Description
Assessment(s)

Examples

Social Studies 

Projects or 

Presentations

Create a visual 

representation with 

an accompanying 

oral presentation 

of various topics in 

social studies

Student Responsibilities: 

Create a project 

consistent with the 

provided instructions

Make a presentation to an 

audience

Teacher Responsibilities: 

Assess students’ projects 

and/or presentations and 

provide feedback

Checklist

Rubrics 

(presentation, 

project, etc.)
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Table 31: Science Action Plan

Teaching Practice Purpose Description
Assessment(s)

Examples

Science Replicate the Students use the Science Journal

Investigations processes scientists scientific method to

use to make make or replicate Rubric

discoveries scientific discoveries. 

They record their 

hypotheses, materials, 

procedures, observations, 

results, and conclusions 

in their science journal

Science Journals Record scientific 

information about

Students keep a written 

record of all the steps

Science journal

science used in the scientific Rubric

investigations investigation and

(hypothesis, accompany it with

materials, illustrations and other

observations, data sources (graphs,

results, and notes/observations, etc.)

conclusions)
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Table 32: SIOP Action Plan

Teaching Practice Purpose Description
Assessment(s)

Examples

SIOP (Sheltered Provide instruction This is an instructional All of the

Instruction that makes the approach our school assessments

Observation content district has adopted to mentioned in this

Protocol) comprehensible provide instruction that is table as well as

while improving more effective for all our others

English language students. It includes

skills elements such as lesson

(Enchevarria, Vogt preparation, content and

& Short, 2008). language objectives,

strategies,

review/assessment

Table 33: Culturally Relevant Action Plan

Teaching Practice Purpose Assessments) Examples

Culturally Relevant 

Teaching Practices

Provide instruction that is 

culturally relevant, use teaching 

materials and practices that 

incorporate and build upon my 

students’ funds of knowledge.

Observations 

Group Work 

Rubrics
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R eader’s Workshop

I hope to address the individual reading needs of my students by implementing a 

reader’s workshop. Fountas and Pinnel, (2001), define a reader’s workshop in the 

following way:

A reading workshop is a laboratory in which individual students are busily 

engaged in reading that reflects real life; that is, they are reading in ways that 

match what readers do all their lives (p. 41).

I would like to incorporate the type of reader’s workshop that is similar to the 

Fountas and Pinnell (2001) model described in the same text. It consists of three 

components: independent reading, guided reading, and literature study. This is an 

instructional approach I am familiar with, but I have not had the opportunity to 

implement. Thus, I will begin by incorporating a reader’s workshop that focuses on 

independent reading. Afterwards, I will incorporate the other two components: guided 

reading and literature study.

I will begin the daily reader’s workshop with a mini-lesson that focuses on 

management (procedures), reading strategies or skills, or literacy analysis. After the 

mini-lesson, the students will engage in independent reading of a variety of the texts at a 

level that is appropriate, recording information about the texts they are reading on a 

reading log, writing letters to me about the texts they are reading, or participating in a 

conference with me about their reading.

By completing these activities, the students will increase their overall abilities and



skills as a reader. The mini-lessons will teach the students the proper procedures and 

activities in the reader’s workshop. The independent reading time will allow the students 

to engage in the reading of a variety of texts. The reader’s notebook and conferences will 

help the students develop their oral and written responses to texts.

A reader’s workshop seems like the best instructional approach that I can use to 

help my students develop their reading skills. It allows the students to read books at their 

own reading level, requires them to think critically about the text they are reading, and 

respond to their reading in writing (reader’s notebook) or orally (conferences). Not only 

does it enabled me to help students develop the skills they need in order to be skilled 

readers regardless of their reading ability, but it also incorporates a variety of authentic 

assessments to document students’ progress in reading. The following are authentic 

assessments that I might use:

• Reading log

• Reader’s notebook

• Anecdotal notes based on classroom observations and conferences with 

students

• Reading continuum checklist

• Culturally relevant teaching

My students showed me the importance of incorporating their funds of knowledge 

and culturally relevant teaching practices into the classroom. There were times when I 

was able to successfully accomplish this and it resulted in high student interest, 

participation, and construction of knowledge. On the contrary, there were many times I
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did not successfully accomplish this and it resulted in both my own frustration and my 

students’ frustration. As a result, I want to make a more conscious and consistent effort 

to incorporate my students’ funds of knowledge and culturally relevant teaching practices 

into the classroom.

First, I will actively engage my classroom aide, a native Alaskan, or other native 

members on our staff to help me plan, develop, teach, and assess lessons that are based 

on the curriculum, but also implement culturally relevant materials and teaching 

practices. They are the experts, and the ideas they can share will be very valuable.

Second, I will incorporate culturally relevant materials into the “standard” 

curriculum. For example, much of our social studies curriculum focused on places that 

were far away from here and that my students had not visited. Many of the skills 

incorporated in these lessons about other areas could be taught in the context of our own 

state. I could use the background knowledge of my students to introduce and teach new 

concepts.

Third, I will incorporate teaching strategies that are reflective of my students’ 

cultural values. I will incorporate small group activities that allow students to interact 

and construct knowledge together. Another teaching strategy I can incorporate is to 

model (let students observe), guide, and assess students using activities that are reflective 

of real-life tasks. Traditionally, that is how instruction was completed. The learner was 

able to observe the process or skill. Then, they practiced with guidance from another 

individual. Often, the result of their instruction was determined by whether or not they 

were able to successfully complete the task.
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Advice fo r  Teachers

After completing this study, I would like to offer the following advice to other 

teachers who are planning to incorporate authentic assessment into their classrooms. I 

believe if I had done this I would have been even more successful in my attempt to 

implement authentic assessments into my classroom.

Plan Ahead

One of the limitations in my research study, was the fact that it was my first time 

teaching in a regular education classroom. As a first time regular classroom teacher there 

were many things I had to learn in addition to implementing authentic assessment. As a 

result the time I had to devote to authentic assessment was severely limited.

This process taught me that it takes time to develop, implement, administer, score, 

and share the results of authentic assessment with students and their parents. In my 

situation, I was not familiar with the curriculum, so I did what many teachers probably 

would have done in this situation. I taught the content with heavy reliance on the 

teaching materials and ideas that accompanied the grade level textbooks. Throughout the 

curriculum, I discovered many modifications I wanted to make but I did not have the 

time. In addition, there were several instances when I wanted to make modifications after 

the instruction had already occurred. For example, in social studies, my students were 

studying one of the five geographic regions in the United States. The instructional 

activities took them on a tour of the Southeast. As the students learned about the 

Southeast, they recorded the things they learned about each place they visited in their 

interactive student notebook that accompanied the textbook. One of the activities at the
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end of the chapter was to write a friendly letter to someone telling them about three 

places they had visited. I thought this was a great activity, but it was frustrating to my 

students to complete for several reasons. First, we had not yet written friendly letters in 

writing. Next, they were having difficulty taking the information they had recorded in 

their notebooks about each location they had visited and incorporating it into a paragraph 

in a friendly letter. If I had been familiar with this instructional activity, I could have 

provided more support to my students to prepare them for this task and then used this task 

as an assessment of their learning. The way I would have accomplished this is by having 

students create and write a postcard for each place they visited. Then when it was time 

for them to write the letter, they would already have the information they needed to write 

the letter. In addition, I could have created a checklist for students to use to make sure 

they incorporated all the features of a friendly letter and a rubric so they would know how 

their letter was going to be assessed. In addition, the rubric could be used to provide 

feedback to students about their understanding of the Southeast.

If I were going to repeat this process, I would spend time during the summer 

familiarizing myself with the curriculum and planning instructional activities and 

assessments. Then, I could enter the classroom with a plan ready to implement.

Start Small and Build

The primary limitation in my attempt to incorporate authentic assessment into my 

classroom this year was time. There were multiple occasions when I was not able to 

carry out the entire authentic assessment process. I will share two examples that help 

explain this concept. First, there were authentic assessments that I brainstormed, but
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never implemented because it would take too much instructional time, too much time had 

passed since the instruction, or there was still a lot of information to cover. For example, 

I gave my students a multiple choice math test. My classroom observations and their 

performance on daily work told me that they were ready for the assessment. I gave the 

students the math test and when I graded it, all of the students had performed poorly. My 

professor and I brainstormed decided that I could interview my students about the math 

test. The conversation would focus on why the students answered the questions the way 

they did. This would provide valuable feedback to me as their teacher about their 

thinking and help me determine what specifically caused their poor performance. Since I 

had not planned to do this ahead of time, I had not made time in the daily schedule to do 

this. I tried to complete it while the students were working independently on their 

assignments, but there were frequent interruptions or questions about the assignment. 

After four or five consecutive unsuccessful attempts, I decided not to do the interviews 

because I was afraid the interruptions would continue, too much time had passed since 

the students had taken the assessment and I did not think they would remember why they 

answered a question the way they did. Another example, are the times I implemented an 

authentic assessment, but I did not take the time to really evaluate it and share the results 

with students and their parents. There were several reasons for this, including: it had 

taken me more time to evaluate the assessments than I would have liked, I did not think 

they needed the feedback, or the assessments needed to be accompanied by an 

explanation (oral or written) in order to be understood. For example, my students 

completed a reading interest survey and a writing interest survey. I collected and



reviewed these assessments, but I did not share them with the students, because I did not 

think it was necessary. Looking back, I realized the surveys helped me identify my 

students’ attitudes towards reading and writing, but I would liked to have had insight into 

why they answered certain questions the way they did. I could have accomplished this by 

having a conversation with the students about their answers, but once again I felt that too 

much time had passed between the initial assessment and the time this idea came up.

If I were going to repeat this process, I would have begun by implementing 

authentic assessment into one subject area and then gradually incorporate it into other 

subject areas as well. I believe this approach would have allowed me to spend more time 

familiarizing myself with that curriculum, planning instructional activities to teach the 

content, designing effective authentic assessments, and providing meaningful feedback to 

my students and their parents.

Collaborate with Others

The final recommendation I would make to teachers is to collaborate with other 

teachers at your school. The collaboration process will allow you to brainstorm ideas for 

authentic assessment, develop authentic assessments that can be implemented from grade 

to grade, and reflect on the effectiveness of each authentic assessment implemented in the 

classroom. Although I did not formally collaborate with other teachers on authentic 

assessment, I did discuss authentic assessment with several of my classmates and co

workers. Many times they were able to offer suggestions to help me to create or refine 

my authentic assessments.
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Recommendations fo r  the School and/or School D istrict

After completing this study, I would like to offer the following advice to my 

school and school district.

Recommendation #1: Develop a 6 trait writing rubric that can be used to provide  

feedback to students

Currently, our district uses a 6 trait rubric to score students’ writing. This rubric 

is effective for me as a teacher because it helps me identify the strengths and weaknesses 

of my students’ as writers and inform my instruction on how to modify my instruction to 

meet their needs. In its current form, I do not think it would provide useful feedback to 

the students, because the description accompanying each writing trait is not kid-friendly. 

Right now, I can discuss what each descriptor means to students and explain how it 

describes their writing, but I think it would be more efficient if we developed a 6 trait 

writing rubric that was student-friendly. A student-friendly 6 trait writing rubric would 

provide descriptive explanations of each trait accompanied by detailed descriptions for 

each numeric value of each trait. As a teacher, I could highlight the features present in 

their writing. By reviewing the 6 trait rubric, the students be able to identify what they 

do well in their writing and how they could do even better the next time. They would not 

need an oral explanation of the rubric after each writing piece. This process would make 

it more efficient for teachers by reducing the amount of time it would take to provide 

feedback and be more effective for students by providing valuable feedback on their 

writing without having to wait for the teacher to explain it to them.
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Recommendation #2: Use authentic assessments in combination with standardized

assessments to inform instruction and make high stakes educational decisions

This research project showed me that both standardized assessments and authentic 

assessments are important when making high stakes decisions regarding a student’s 

education.

Scores on standardized assessments can be used to compare students’ 

performance in relation to other students who took the same assessment. In addition, 

they can provide statistical information about where the student is in relation to the rest of 

the students in the nation.

Scores from authentic assessments can document growth over time and provide 

more detailed descriptions of the students academic and language abilities.

Future Research

I have a unique opportunity for the 2009-2010 academic year. I will loop with my 

students to the 6th grade. This means that I can use everything I have learned and 

discovered during this research study with the same students next year. My goal is to be 

more successful at implementing authentic assessments into my classroom. Now that I 

am a) familiar with my students; b) have identified ways I can implement authentic 

assessments more effectively; c) have had practice developing, administering, scoring, 

and providing feedback to the students and their parents, I will use my gained experience 

to continue to assess my students academic and language progress .
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to quali fy for expedited review under federal regulations 45 CFR 46.110(F)(7). Therefore the review of 
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Authentic assessment to show student progress in the English language
Parental Consent Form

Description of the Study:
Your child is being asked to participate in my Master’s degree research project about how 
students’ English Language skills are assessed in the classroom. The goal of this study is to 
leam the best way to show your child’s progress in the English language. Your child is 
being asked to take part in this study because you child is a student in my grade
classroom where the study is taking place. Please read this form and ask any questions you 
may have before you agree to have your child in the study.

If you choose to have your child participate in this study, I will assess your child’s English 
language skills using assessments closely related to real life activities, talk to your child 
about this process, and share the information I’ve learned with your child and with you. I 
will need permission to access your child’s standardized school test scores and audiotape 
the oral language assessments I give to your child and audiotape the talk I have with your 
child and you about this process.

Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study:
There are no known risks to your child as a participant in this study. Your decision to 
allow your child to participate (or not) will not affect your child’s grades in class or 
anything else we do in class. The benefit you and your child might have by participating 
in this study is a greater understanding of your child’s English language ability.

Confidentiality:
The data collected from this study will be used in my Master’s Thesis and could be used 
in reports, presentations, and publications but your child’s real name will not be used. 
The data collected in this study will be stored in at the University of Alaska Fairbanks in 
Brooks 306. The data will be kept here indefinitely.

Voluntary Nature of the Study:
Your child’s participation in this study is voluntary. Your child may decide to stop 
participating in the study at any time. If you decide or your child decides to stop 
participating you can contact Kristen Hendrickson or Dr. Marilee Coles-Ritchie. Any data 
that has been gathered will be destroyed.

Appendix B: Consent Form
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Contacts and Questions:
If you have questions now, feel free to ask us. If you have questions later, you may 
contact: Marilee Coles-Ritchie, 400 Brooks, Fairbanks, AK 99775 (907) 474-6263; or 
Kristen Hendrickson, PO Box 208, Kwethluk, AK, 99621, (907) 757-6014.

If you have questions or concerns about your rights as a participant, please contact the 
Research Coordinator in the Office of Research Integrity at 474-7800 (Fairbanks area) or 1
866-876-7800 (outside the Fairbanks area) or fvirb@uaf.edu.

Statement of Consent:
I know what this study is about and I have had my questions answered. I allow my child 
to be part of this study.

Please check the box that applies:

I |Mv child can be audiotape recorded and their standardized test scores can be accessed

I |My child can be audiotape recorded, but their standardized test scores cannot be 
accessed

I |Mv child cannot be audiotape recorded, but their standardized test scores can be 
accessed

I [My child cannot be audiotape recorded, and their standardized test scores cannot be 
accessed

Appendix B cont.

Parent’s Signature Date

mailto:fvirb@uaf.edu
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Appendix C: TerraNova Test Descriptions

TerraNova Achievement Test Content Area Descriptions
READING

Low Mastery

The student demonstrated little of the following knowledge, skills, and 
abilities assessed in this content area. Students read passages of varying 
degrees of difficulty, including selections from classic and contemporary 
children’s fiction, nonfiction, and poetry. Students show knowledge of grade- 
level vocabulary. They restate main ideas, draw conclusions, analyze simple 
plots and characters, demonstrate an understanding of some literary techniques, 
identify author purpose, distinguish fact from opinion, connect some life 
experiences to texts, and compare material from different texts. They also 
apply reading strategies by using context clues to demonstrate understanding of 
familiar vocabulary, by utilizing structure to analyze poetry, and by identifying 
basic research and writing skills. In the writing section, students analyze and 
predict character actions, connect personal experience to fictional elements, 
make inferences, and analyze text elements in different texts.

Moderate Mastery

The student demonstrated some of the following knowledge, skills, and 
abilities assessed in this content area. Students read passages of varying 
degrees of difficulty, including selections from classic and contemporary 
children’s fiction, nonfiction, and poetry. Students show knowledge of grade- 
level vocabulary. They restate main ideas, draw conclusions, analyze simple 
plots and characters, demonstrate an understanding of some literary techniques, 
identify author purpose, distinguish fact from opinion, connect some life 
experiences to texts, and compare material from different texts. They also 
apply reading strategies by using context clues to demonstrate understanding of 
familiar vocabulary, by utilizing structure to analyze poetry, and by identifying 
basic research and writing skills. In the writing section, students analyze and 
predict character actions, connect personal experience to fictional elements, 
make inferences, and analyze text elements in different texts.

High Mastery

The student demonstrated most of the following knowledge, skills, and 
abilities assessed in this content area. Students read passages of varying 
degrees of difficulty, including selections from classic and contemporary 
children’s fiction, nonfiction, and poetry. Students show knowledge of grade- 
level vocabulary. They restate main ideas, draw conclusions, analyze simple 
plots and characters, demonstrate an understanding of some literary techniques, 
identify author purpose, distinguish fact from opinion, connect some life 
experiences to texts, and compare material from different texts. They also 
apply reading strategies by using context clues to demonstrate understanding of 
familiar vocabulary, by utilizing structure to analyze poetry, and by identifying 
basic research and writing skills. In the writing section, students analyze and 
predict character actions, connect personal experience to fictional elements, 
make inferences, and analyze text elements in different texts.
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Appendix C cont.

LANGUAGE
ARTS

Low Mastery

The student demonstrated little o f the following knowledge, skills, and abilities 
assessed in this content area. Students show understanding of language skills 
measured in contexts such as biographies, book reports, first-person narratives, or 
informational passages up to two paragraphs long. Most vocabulary is on grade level; 
challenging words are supported by context clues. Students recognize complete and 
concise sentences and two paragraphs long. Most vocabulary is on grade level; 
challenging words are supported by context clues. Students recognize complete and 
concise sentences and choose the best way to combine sentences. They demonstrate 
knowledge of paragraph development by choosing topic and supporting sentences and 
excluding unrelated information. They recognize the correct use of verbs, pronouns, 
and modifiers, and they identify basic reference sources. In the writing section, 
students provide written responses related to reference sources and writing strategies. 
They proofread and correct errors in sentence structure, usage, capitalization, and 
punctuation in a given paragraph.

M oderate
Mastery

The student demonstrated some o f the following knowledge, skills, and abilities 
assessed in this content area. Students show understanding of language skills 
measured in contexts such as biographies, book reports, first-person narratives, or 
informational passages up to two paragraphs long. Most vocabulary is on grade level; 
challenging words are supported by context clues. Students recognize complete and 
concise sentences and two paragraphs long. Most vocabulary is on grade level; 
challenging words are supported by context clues. Students recognize complete and 
concise sentences and choose the best way to combine sentences. They demonstrate 
knowledge of paragraph development by choosing topic and supporting sentences and 
excluding unrelated information. They recognize the correct use of verbs, pronouns, 
and modifiers, and they identify basic reference sources. In the writing section, 
students provide written responses related to reference sources and writing strategies. 
They proofread and correct errors in sentence structure, usage, capitalization, and 
punctuation in a given paragraph.

High Mastery

The student demonstrated most of the following knowledge, skills, and abilities 
assessed in this content area. Students show understanding of language skills 
measured in contexts such as biographies, book reports, first-person narratives, or 
informational passages up to two paragraphs long. Most vocabulary is on grade level; 
challenging words are supported by context clues. Students recognize complete and 
concise sentences and two paragraphs long. Most vocabulary is on grade level; 
challenging words are supported by context clues. Students recognize complete and 
concise sentences and choose the best way to combine sentences. They demonstrate 
knowledge of paragraph development by choosing topic and supporting sentences and 
excluding unrelated information. They recognize the correct use of verbs, pronouns, 
and modifiers, and they identify basic reference sources. In the writing section, 
students provide written responses related to reference sources and writing strategies. 
They proofread and correct errors in sentence structure, usage, capitalization, and 
punctuation in a given paragraph.
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MATHEMATICS

Low Mastery

The student demonstrated little of the following knowledge, skills, and 
abilities assessed in this content area. Students compare/order whole numbers 
and fractions; calculate with whole numbers, fractions and decimal; apply 
estimation concepts; find percents; use a number line; apply order of operations; 
identify prime numbers and fractional parts; use operational sense/properties; 
apply proportions and number sense to solve problems; estimate measurements; 
convert and use appropriate measurement units; find perimeter/circumference; 
read and use scale drawings ; find elapsed times; know properties of plane 
figures; use coordinate grids; apply geometric transformations; identify and 
draw congruent shapes; construct/interpret various graphs; use data to solve 
problems; find probabilities, combinations, and statistical measures; identify 
rules for patterns; evaluate algebraic expressions; use deductive/visual 
reasoning; explain problem-solving processes; relate models to mathematical 
ideas.

M oderate Mastery

The student demonstrated some o f the following knowledge, skills, and 
abilities assessed in this content area. Students compare/order whole numbers 
and fractions; calculate with whole numbers, fractions and decimal; apply 
estimation concepts; find percents; use a number line; apply order of operations; 
identify prime numbers and fractional parts; use operational sense/properties; 
apply proportions and number sense to solve problems; estimate measurements; 
convert and use appropriate measurement units; find perimeter/circumference; 
read and use scale drawings ; find elapsed times; know properties of plane 
figures; use coordinate grids; apply geometric transformations; identify and 
draw congruent shapes; construct/interpret various graphs; use data to solve 
problems; find probabilities, combinations, and statistical measures; identify 
rules for patterns; evaluate algebraic expressions; use deductive/visual 
reasoning; explain problem-solving processes; relate models to mathematical 
ideas.

High Mastery

The student demonstrated most o f the following knowledge, skills, and 
abilities assessed in this content area. Students compare/order whole numbers 
and fractions; calculate with whole numbers, fractions and decimal; apply 
estimation concepts; find percents; use a number line; apply order of operations; 
identify prime numbers and fractional parts; use operational sense/properties; 
apply proportions and number sense to solve problems; estimate measurements; 
convert and use appropriate measurement units; find perimeter/circumference; 
read and use scale drawings ; find elapsed times; know properties of plane 
figures; use coordinate grids; apply geometric transformations; identify and 
draw congruent shapes; construct/interpret various graphs; use data to solve 
problems; find probabilities, combinations, and statistical measures; identify 
rules for patterns; evaluate algebraic expressions; use deductive/visual 
reasoning; explain problem-solving processes; relate models to mathematical 
ideas.
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SCIENCE

Low Mastery

The student demonstrated some of the following knowledge, skills, and 
abilities assessed in this content area. Students demonstrate introductory 
knowledge of basic science concepts such as classification and characteristics of 
organisms, habitats and adaptations, food webs and other aspects of ecology, 
force and motion, energy, the solar system, rock types, the water cycle, and 
weather; basic processes of scientific investigation, including the ability to 
design very simple experiments to read and interpret data presented in tables, 
charts, and graphs, and to infer the purpose of an experiment from the data 
collected; the design and uses of technology; and personal and social aspects of 
science such as health and nutrition, recycling and resource management, and 
environmental issues.

M oderate Mastery

The student demonstrated some of the following knowledge, skills, and 
abilities assessed in this content area. Students demonstrate introductory 
knowledge of basic science concepts such as classification and characteristics of 
organisms, habitats and adaptations, food webs and other aspects of ecology, 
force and motion, energy, the solar system, rock types, the water cycle, and 
weather; basic processes of scientific investigation, including the ability to 
design very simple experiments to read and interpret data presented in tables, 
charts, and graphs, and to infer the purpose of an experiment from the data 
collected; the design and uses of technology; and personal and social aspects of 
science such as health and nutrition, recycling and resource management, and 
environmental issues.

High Mastery

The student demonstrated some of the following knowledge, skills, and 
abilities assessed in this content area. Students demonstrate introductory 
knowledge of basic science concepts such as classification and characteristics of 
organisms, habitats and adaptations, food webs and other aspects of ecology, 
force and motion, energy, the solar system, rock types, the water cycle, and 
weather; basic processes of scientific investigation, including the ability to 
design very simple experiments to read and interpret data presented in tables, 
charts, and graphs, and to infer the purpose of an experiment from the data 
collected; the design and uses of technology; and personal and social aspects of 
science such as health and nutrition, recycling and resource management, and 
environmental issues.
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SOCIAL STUDIES

Low Mastery

The student demonstrated little o f the following knowledge, skills, and 
abilities assessed in this content area. Students use a variety of maps and other 
sources to interpret geographic information; use mental—mapping skills 
(without using visual maps); know how location and resources affect the 
development of an area and the people who live there; analyze timelines, 
photographs, and diary entries to compare past and present; and understand 
primary sources and how things change and develop; identify people and events 
important in early United States history; understand the purpose of government 
and of certain important American documents; understand the role of the 
legislative branch of government; understand what affects the production 
distribution, and price of goods; know basic economic terms, worker roles, and 
the concept of economic interdependence. In their written responses, students 
describe effects, make comparisons, give explanations, make predictions, and 
draw conclusions.

Moderate Mastery

The student demonstrated some of the following knowledge, skills, and 
abilities assessed in this content area. Students use a variety of maps and other 
sources to interpret geographic information; use mental—mapping skills 
(without using visual maps); know how location and resources affect the 
development of an area and the people who live there; analyze timelines, 
photographs, and diary entries to compare past and present; and understand 
primary sources and how things change and develop; identify people and events 
important in early United States history; understand the purpose of government 
and of certain important American documents; understand the role of the 
legislative branch of government; understand what affects the production 
distribution, and price of goods; know basic economic terms, worker roles, and 
the concept of economic interdependence. In their written responses, students 
describe effects, make comparisons, give explanations, make predictions, and 
draw conclusions.

High Mastery

The student demonstrated most o f the following knowledge, skills, and 
abilities assessed in this content area. Students use a variety of maps and other 
sources to interpret geographic information; use mental—mapping skills 
(without using visual maps); know how location and resources affect the 
development of an area and the people who live there; analyze timelines, 
photographs, and diary entries to compare past and present; and understand 
primary sources and how things change and develop; identify people and events 
important in early United States history; understand the purpose of government 
and of certain important American documents; understand the role of the 
legislative branch of government; understand what affects the production 
distribution, and price of goods; know basic economic terms, worker roles, and 
the concept of economic interdependence. In their written responses, students 
describe effects, make comparisons, give explanations, make predictions, and 
draw conclusions.
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Standards Based Assessment (SBA)
’roficiency Level Descriptors

READING

ADVANCED

The student identifies multiple synonyms of a word; makes inferences 
and draws conclusions in a variety of texts and across texts; summarizes 
text accurately in correct sequence; makes connections between the main 
ideas and concepts in one passage to related topics and provides 
supporting details; interprets directions to complete a task; and compares 
and contrasts plot, setting, and characters in a variety of works by a 
variety of authors.

PROFICIENT

The student identifies relationships among words by categorizing; uses 
text features to obtain information from text; makes simple inferences and 
draws conclusions based on text; makes accurate restatements of text; 
identifies details in text to support main idea; makes judgments on the 
relevance of steps in a list of directions; identifies or explains the 
characteristics of fiction and nonfiction; identifies literary elements and 
devices with increased text complexity; demonstrates understanding of 
story elements; compares plots, settings, and characters within a text; 
supports opinions with evidence from text; identifies author’s stated or 
implied message or theme; and makes relevant connections to other texts.

BELOW PROFICIENT

The student uses context clues and structural elements to determine 
meaning of unfamiliar phrases; identifies statements in text to support a 
conclusion; identifies accurate restatements and summarizes information 
from text; states main idea of narrative and informational text; identifies 
the details involved in the steps in a list of directions and their sequence; 
describes all of the story elements in a variety of stories; distinguishes 
between fact and opinion in a text.

FAR BELOW PROFICIENT There is a significant need for additional instructional opportunities to 
achieve the proficient level.
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W RITING

ADVANCED

Student consistently writes compositions with one or more paragraphs 
that state and maintain a focused idea. Writing includes specific details 
that support the main idea. Student consistently writes introductions and 
concluding statements that reinforce the main idea and add style. Student 
writes for a variety of purposes and audiences. Writing exhibits 
distinctive voice, logical and coherent organization, correct conventions, 
precise word choice, and fluent sentences. Student writes an 
understandable story that includes well-developed characters, setting, and 
plot. Student demonstrates mastery in using a variety of nonfiction forms, 
including step-by-step instructions, descriptions, observations, or reports. 
Student consistently identifies and corrects errors in spelling, 
capitalization, and in ending punctuation, as well as commas in a series, 
commas in dates, commas in salutations and letter closings. Student 
consistently revises writing to improve the logical progression of ideas 
and supporting information.

PROFICIENT

Student writes one or more paragraphs to maintain a focused idea that 
includes details that support the main idea. Student writes introductions 
and concluding statements that reinforce the main idea. Student writes a 
story with well-developed characters, setting, and plot. Student writes in a 
variety of nonfiction forms, including step-by-step directions, 
descriptions, observations, or reports. Student identifies and corrects most 
errors in punctuation at the end of a sentence, commas in dates, commas 
in series, and commas in salutations and letter closings. Student identifies 
and corrects most errors in capitalization, and usually rearranges and/or 
adds specific detasupport a main idea, and to make the sequence clear.

BELOW PROFICIENT

Student writes one or more paragraphs with an unclear idea and limited 
details. Student demonstrates limited ability in writing an introduction 
and a concluding statement. Student writes a story with underdeveloped 
characters, setting, and plot. Student demonstrates limited ability to write 
in a variety of nonfiction forms, including step-by- step directions, 
descriptions, observations, or reports. Student identifies and corrects 
some simple and obvious mistakes in punctuation and capitalization. 
Student attempts to rearrange or add details to gain focus, to support a 
main idea, or to make a sequence clear.

FAR BELOW PROFICIENT There is a significant need for additional instructional opportunities to 
achieve the proficient level.
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MATHEMATICS

ADVANCED

The student displays a highly developed understanding of high-level 
concepts involving numbers, operational relationships, and complex 
number theory; precise measurement techniques; complicated problems 
involving money combinations and equivalent measures; sophisticated 
estimation strategies; computation required to solve difficult problems; 
multifaceted patterns; challenging geometric relationships; perimeter and 
area of complex shapes; the representation, uses, and analysis of data in 
multiple formats; and the description of probability in experiments.

PROFICIENT

The student demonstrates conceptual understanding of numbers, 
mathematical operations, and number theory involving whole numbers, 
fractions, mixed numbers, and percents; measurable 
attributes and measurement techniques involving equivalent measures, 
telling time, money, and measuring with a ruler; describing patterns and 
functions through extending, generalizing,
identifying, and applying patterns; estimation strategies and computation 
involving the four basic operations; solving equations; perimeter and 
area; geometric relationships of plane and solid 
figures; similarity, congruence, symmetry, and transformations; 
classifying, organizing, and analyzing data; probability; and problems 
involving money combinations.

BELOW PROFICIENT

The student shows minimal understanding of concepts involving 
numbers, mathematical operations, number theory, basic equivalent 
measures, and money; basic estimation skills; measuring techniques 
involving length and time with some precision; solving simple problems 
involving arithmetic computation; extending and identifying 
uncomplicated patterns; simple geometric relationships; rudimentary 
problems involving area, perimeter, similarity, symmetry, congruency, 
and transformations; and the display and uses of straightforward sets of 
data.

FAR BELOW PROFICIENT There is a significant need for additional instructional opportunities to 
achieve the proficient level.
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